


 

 

 

 



INTRODUCTION 

 

Indian Railways (reporting mark IR) is an Indian state-owned enterprise, 

owned and operated by the government of India through the Ministry of Railways. It is 

one of the world's largest railway networks comprising 115,000 km (71,000 mi) of 

track over a route of 65,000 km (40,000 mi) and 7,500 stations. As of December 2012, 

it transported over 25 million passengers daily (over 9 billion on an annual basis). In 

2011, IR carried over 8,900 million passengers annually or more than 24 million 

passengers daily (roughly half of which were suburban passengers) and 2.8 million tons 

of freight daily. In 2011-2012 Indian Railways earned 104,278.79 crore (US$18.98 

billion) which consists of 69,675.97 crore (US$12.68 billion) from freight and 

28,645.52 crore (US$5.21 billion) from passengers tickets. 

Railways were first introduced to India in 1853 from Bombay to Thane. In 1951 

the systems were nationalized as one unit, the Indian Railways, becoming one of the 

largest networks in the world. IR operates both long distance and suburban rail systems 

on a multi-gauge network of broad, metre and narrow gauges. It also owns locomotive 

and coach production facilities at several places in India and are assigned codes 

identifying their gauge, kind of power and type of operation. Its operations cover 

twenty four states and three union territories and also provides limited international 

services to Nepal, Bangladesh and Pakistan. 

Indian Railways is the world's ninth largest commercial or utility employer, by 

number of employees, with over 1.4 million employees. As for rolling stock, IR holds 

over 229,381 Freight Wagons, 59,713 Passenger Coaches and 9,213 Locomotives. The 

trains have a 5 digit numbering system as the Indian Railways runs about 10,000 trains 

daily. As of 31 March 2012, 22,224 km (13,809 mi) (34%) of the total 65,000 km 

(40,000 mi) km route length was electrified. Since 1960, almost all electrified sections 

on IR use 25,000 Volt AC traction through overhead catenary delivery. 
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Indian Railways History 

The history of rail transport in India began in the mid-nineteenth century. In 

1849, there was not a single kilometre of railway line in India. A British engineer, 

Robert Maitland Brereton, was responsible for the expansion of the railways from 1857 

onwards. The Allahabad-Jubbulpore branch line of the East Indian Railway had been 

opened in June 1867. Brereton was responsible for linking this with the Great Indian 

Peninsula Railway, resulting in a combined network of 6,400 km (4,000 mi). Hence it 

became possible to travel directly from Mumbai to Calcutta. This route was officially 

opened on 7 March 1870 and it was part of the inspiration for French writer Jules 

Verne's book Around the World in Eighty Days. At the opening ceremony, the Viceroy 

Lord Mayo concluded that “it was thought desirable that, if possible, at the earliest 

possible moment, the whole country should be covered with a network of lines in a 

uniform system”.  

By 1875, about £95 million were invested by British companies in Indian 

guaranteed railways. By 1880 the network had a route mileage of about 14,500 km 

(9,000 mi), mostly radiating inward from the three major port cities of Mumbai, Madras 

and Calcutta. By 1895, India had started building its own locomotives, and in 1896 sent 

engineers and locomotives to help build the Uganda Railways. 

In 1900, the GIPR became a government owned company. The network spread 

to the modern day states of Assam, Rajasthan and Andhra Pradesh and soon various 

independent kingdoms began to have their own rail systems. In 1905, an early Railway 

Board was constituted, but the powers were formally invested under Lord Curzon. It 

served under the Department of Commerce and Industry and had a government railway 

official serving as chairman, and a railway manager from England and an agent of one 

of the company railways as the other two members. For the first time in its history, the 

Railways began to make a profit. 

In 1907 almost all the rail companies were taken over by the government. The 

following year, the first electric locomotive made its appearance. With the arrival of 

World War I, the railways were used to meet the needs of the British outside India. 

With the end of the war, the railways were in a state of disrepair and collapse. 
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India's first train run between Mumbai and Thane 

In 1920, with the network having expanded to 61,220 km, a need for central 

management was mooted by Sir William Acworth. Based on the East India Railway 

Committee chaired by Acworth, the government took over the management of the 

Railways and detached the finances of the Railways from other governmental revenues. 

The period between 1920 and 1929 was a period of economic boom; there were 

41,000 miles of railway lines serving the country; the railways represented a capital 

value of some 687 million sterling; and they carried over 620 million passengers and 

approximately 90 million tons of goods each year. Following the Great Depression, the 

railways suffered economically for the next eight years. The Second World War 

severely crippled the railways. Starting 1939, about 40% of the rolling stock including 

locomotives and coaches was taken to the Middle East, the railways workshops were 

converted to ammunitions workshops and many railway tracks were dismantled to help 

the British in their war. By 1946 all rail systems had been taken over by the 

government. 

Railway zones 

Indian Railways is divided into several zones, which are further sub-divided 

into divisions. The number of zones in Indian Railways increased from six to eight in 

1951, nine in 1952 and sixteen in 2003. Each zonal railway is made up of a certain 

number of divisions, each having a divisional headquarters. There are a total of sixty-

eight divisions.  
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Each of the sixteen zones is headed by a General Manager (GM) who reports 

directly to the Railway Board. The zones are further divided into divisions under the 

control of Divisional Railway Managers (DRM). The divisional officers of engineering, 

mechanical, electrical, signal and telecommunication, accounts, personnel, operating, 

commercial and safety branches report to the respective Divisional Manager and are in 

charge of operation and maintenance of assets. Further down the hierarchy tree are the 

Station Masters who control individual stations and the train movement through the 

track territory under their stations' administration. 

 

      

Indian Railways headquarters Delhi           Central Railway headquarters Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus,  

Mumbai 

        

Southern Railway headquarters, Chennai           Western Railway HQ, Mumbai 
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Zonal railways details 

Sl. 

No 
Name Abbr. 

Date 

Established 

Route 

KMs 
Headquarters Divisions 

1. Central  CR 05-11-1951 3905 Mumbai  

Mumbai, Bhusawal, Pune, Solapur, 

Nagpur 

2. East Central  ECR 01-10-2002 3628 Hajipur  

Danapur, Dhanbad, Mughalsarai, 

Samastipur, Sonpur 

3. East Coast  ECoR 01-04-2003 2572 Bhubaneswar  Khurda Road, Sambalpur, Waltair, 

4. Eastern  ER 04-1952 2414 Kolkata  Howrah, Sealdah, Asansol, Malda 

5. 
North 

Central  

NCR 01-04-2003 3151 Allahabad  Allahabad, Agra, Jhansi 

6. 
North 

Eastern  

NER 1952 3667 Gorakhpur  Izzatnagar, Lucknow, Varanasi 

7. 
North 

Western  

NWR 01-10-2002 5459 Jaipur  Jaipur, Ajmer, Bikaner, Jodhpur 

8. 
Northeast 

Frontier  

NFR 15-01-1958 3907 Guwahati  

Alipurduar, Katihar, Rangia, 

Lumding, Tinsukia 

9. Northern  NR 14-04-1952 6968 Delhi  

Delhi, Ambala, Firozpur, Lucknow, 

Moradabad 

10. 
South 

Central  

SCR 02-10-1966 5803 Secunderabad 

Secunderabad, Hyderabad, Guntakal, 

Guntur, Nanded, Vijayawada, 

Visakhapatnam 

11. 
South East 

Central  

SECR 01-04-2003 2447 Bilaspur  Bilaspur, Raipur, Nagpur 

12. 
South 

Eastern  

SER 1955 2631 Kolkata  

Adra, Chakradharpur, Kharagpur, 

Ranchi 

13. 
South 

Western  

SWR 01-04-2003 3177 Hubli  Hubli, Bangalore, Mysore 

14. Southern  SR 14-04-1951 5098 Chennai  

Chennai, Trichy, Madurai, Salem,
[12]

 

Palakkad, Thiruvananthapuram 

15. West Central  WCR 01-04-2003 2965 Jabalpur Jabalpur, Bhopal, Kota 

16. Western  WR 05-11-1951 6182 Mumbai  

Mumbai Central, Ratlam, 

Ahmedabad, Rajkot, Bhavnagar, 

Vadodara 

17. 

Metro 

Railway, 

Kolkata  

MR 31-12-2010 25.55 Kolkata  -  
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Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus 

Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus, formerly Victoria Terminus, is a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site and historic railway station which serves as the headquarters of the 

Central Railways in Mumbai, India. 

Designed by Frederick William Stevens with influences from Victorian 

Italianate Gothic Revival architecture and Indian (Mughal and Hindu) traditional 

buildings, the station was built in 1887 in the Bori Bunder area of Bombay to 

commemorate the Golden Jubilee of Queen Victoria. The new railway station was built 

on the location of the Bori Bunder Station and is the busiest railway station in India, 

serving as both a terminal for long distance trains and commuter trains of the Mumbai 

Suburban Railway. The station's name was changed to its present one in March 1996 

and is simply known as VT (or CST/CSTM). 

History 

Bori Bunder (alternatively "Bori Bandar") was one of the areas along the 

Eastern shore line of Mumbai, India which was used as a storehouse for goods 

imported and exported from Mumbai. In the area's name, 'Bori' mean sack and 'Bandar' 

means port or haven (in Persian); So Bori Bunder literally means a place where sacks 

are stored. In the 1850s, the Great Indian Peninsular Railway built its railway terminus 

in this area and the station took its name as Bori Bunder.On 16th April, 1853 the Great 

Indian Peninsula Railway operated the historic first passenger train in India from Bori 

Bunder to Thane covering a distance of 34 km, formally heralding the birth of the 

Indian Railways. The train between Bori Bunder and Thane was 57 minutes it was a 

distance of 35 km apart. 

The station was eventually rebuilt as the Victoria Terminus, named after the 

then reigning Queen, and has been subsequently renamed Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus 

(CSTM) after Maharashtra's and India's famed 17th century king. Though the shortened 

name is now CST, it still continues to be referred to as VT by the masses. 

The station was designed by the consulting British architect Frederick William 

Stevens(1848-1900). Work began in 1878. He received 1,614,000 (US$29,374.8) as 
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payment for his services. Stevens earned the commission to construct the station after a 

masterpiece watercolour sketch by draughtsman Axel Haig. The final design bears 

some resemblance to the St Pancras railway station in London. GG Scott's plans for 

Berlin's parliament building had been published four years before, and also has marked 

similarities to the station's design.
  

 

It took ten years to complete and was named "Victoria Terminus" in honour of 

the Queen and Empress Victoria; it was opened on the date of her Golden Jubilee in 

1887. It cost £260,000 when it was finished in 1888, the highest for any building of that 

era in Bombay. This famous architectural landmark in Gothic style was built as the 

headquarters of the Great Indian Peninsular Railway. Since then, the station came to be 

known as Bombay VT. 

Originally intended only to house the main station and the administrative offices 

of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway, a number of ancillary buildings have been 

added subsequently, all designed so as to harmonise with the main structure. A new 

station to handle main line traffic was erected in 1929. The original building is still in 

use to handle suburban traffic and is used by over three million commuters daily. It is 

also the administrative headquarters of the Central Railway. 

In 1996, the Minister of Railways, Suresh Kalmadi, changed the name of the 

station to Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus in honour of the great Maratha king Chhatrapati 

Shivaji. 
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In 2008, the station was featured prominently in the Academy Award winning 

film, Slumdog Millionaire. In 1956, the station was also featured in the film C.I.D. 

during the song 'Yei Hai Bombay Meri Jaan'. 

Southern Railway headquarters, Chennai 

Southern Railway headquarters administrative building, Chennai, is an Indo-

Saracenic structure located adjacent to the Chennai Central railway station on 

Poonamallee High Road. Built in 1921 as the new Madras and Southern Mahratta 

Railway Company (MSMR) headquarters (successor of Madras Railway Company), 

replacing the general office of MSMR at Royapuram Railway Station, the building now 

functions as the headquarters of the Southern Railways. The building was built at a cost 

of 2 million by T. Samynada Pillai, a leading Bangalore-based contractor, who was 

given the contract upon the successful completion of the Egmore Railway Station. Built 

for the first time in India in reinforced concrete in classical and Dravidian styles, the 

building was designed by N. Grayson, a 'company architect', working for the Madras & 

Southern Mahratta Railway. It took nine years and over 3 million to complete the 

building and was inaugurated on 11 December 1922. 

 

The building 

The central bay has two rectangular wings, both of which are arranged around a lush 

courtyard. The structure was built with large windows to allow the sea breeze to waft 

through, reaching the courtyard from the front and then going out through the opposite 

wing. 
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DELHI METRO 

The Delhi Metro (DMRC) is an state owned company with equal equity 

participation from Government of India and Government of National Capital Territory 

of Delhi. However, the organisation is under administrative control of Ministry of 

Urban Development, Government of India. Delhi Metro is a rapid transit system 

serving Delhi, Gurgaon, Noida, and Ghaziabad in the National Capital Region of India. 

Delhi Metro is India's first modern public transportation system, which has 

revolutionized travel by providing a fast, reliable, safe, and comfortable means of 

transport. The network consists of six lines with a total length of 189.63 kilometres 

(117.83 mi) with 142 stations of which 35 are underground, five are at-grade, and the 

remainder are elevated. All stations have escalators, elevators, and tactile tiles to guide 

the visually impaired from station entrances to trains. It has a combination of elevated, 

at-grade, and underground lines, and uses both broad gauge and standard gauge rolling 

stock. Four types of rolling stock are used: Mitsubishi-ROTEM Broad gauge, 

Bombardier MOVIA, Mitsubishi-ROTEM Standard gauge, and CAF Beasain Standard 

gauge.Besides construction and operation of Delhi metro,DMRC is also involved in the 

planning and implementation of metro rail, monorail and high speed rail projects in 

India and providing consultancy services to other metro projects in the country as well 

as abroad. 

Delhi Metro is being built and operated by the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation 

Limited (DMRC) As of November 2010, DMRC operates around 2,700 trips daily 

between 6:00 and 23:00 running with an interval of 2 minutes 30 seconds between 

trains at peak frequency. The trains are mainly of four coaches, but due to increase in 

the number of passengers, six-coach trains are also added on the Yellow Line 

(Jahangirpuri to HUDA city centre), Blue Line (Dwarka sec −21 to Vaishali/NOIDA 

city centre),Violet Line (Central Secretariat to Badarpur) and Green line (Inderlok/Kirti 

nagar to Mundka). The power output is supplied by 25-kilovolt, 50 Hertz alternating 

current through overhead catenary. The metro has an average daily ridership of 1.8 

million commuters, and, as of July 2011, had carried over 1.25 billion commuters since 

its inception. The Delhi Metro Rail Corporation has been certified by the United 
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Nations as the first metro rail and rail-based system in the world to get ―carbon credits 

for reducing greenhouse gas emissions‖ and helping in reducing pollution levels in the 

city by 630,000 tons (630 Gg) every year.  

Planning for the metro started in 1984, when the Delhi Development Authority 

and the Urban Arts Commission came up with a proposal for developing a multi-modal 

transport system for the city. The Government of India and the Government of Delhi 

jointly set up the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) registered on 3 May 1995 

under the Companies Act, 1956. Construction started in 1998, and the first section, on 

the Red Line, opened in 2002, followed by the Yellow Line in 2004, the Blue Line in 

2005, its branch line in 2009, the Green and Violet Lines in 2010, and the Delhi Airport 

Metro Express in 2011. 

Background 

The concept of a mass rapid transit for New Delhi first emerged from a traffic 

and travel characteristics study which was carried out in the city in 1969. Over the next 

several years, many official committees by a variety of government departments were 

commissioned to examine issues related to technology, route alignment, and 

governmental jurisdiction In 1984, the Delhi Development Authority and the Urban 

Arts Commission came up with a proposal for developing a multi-modal transport 

system, which would consist of constructing three underground mass rapid transit 

corridors as well augmenting the city's existing suburban railway and road transport 

networks.  

While extensive technical studies and the raising of finance for the project were 

in progress, the city expanded significantly resulting in a twofold rise in population and 

a fivefold rise in the number of vehicles between 1981 and 1998. Consequently, traffic 

congestion and pollution soared, as an increasing number of commuters took to private 

vehicles with the existing bus system unable to bear the load. An attempt at privatising 

the bus transport system in 1992 merely compounded the problem, with inexperienced 

operators plying poorly maintained, noisy and polluting buses on lengthy routes, 

resulting in long waiting times, unreliable service, extreme overcrowding, unqualified 

drivers, speeding and reckless driving. To rectify the situation, the Government of India 
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and the Government of Delhi jointly set up a company called the Delhi Metro Rail 

Corporation (DMRC) on 3 May 1995, with E. Sreedharan as the managing director.  

Dr. E. Sreedharan handed over the charge as MD, DMRC to Shri Mangu Singh on 31 

December 2011. 

Construction 

Physical construction work on the Delhi Metro started on 1 October 1998. After 

the previous problems experienced by the Kolkata Metro, which was badly delayed and 

12 times over budget due to "political meddling, technical problems and bureaucratic 

delays", the DMRC was given full powers to hire people, decide on tenders and control 

funds. The DMRC then consulted the Hong Kong MTR on rapid transit operation and 

construction techniques. As a result, construction proceeded smoothly, except for one 

major disagreement in 2000, where the Ministry of Railways forced the system to use 

broad gauge despite the DMRC's preference for standard gauge.  

The first line of the Delhi Metro was inaugurated by Atal Behari Vajpayee, the 

then Prime Minister of India, on 24 December 2002, and thus, it became the second 

underground rapid transit system in India, after the Kolkata Metro. The first phase of 

the project was completed in 2006, on budget and almost three years ahead of schedule, 

an achievement described by Business Week as "nothing short of a miracle". 

Construction Accidents 

On 19 October 2008, a girder launcher and a part of the overhead Blue Line 

extension under construction in Laxmi Nagar, East Delhi collapsed and fell on passing 

vehicles underneath. Workers were lifting a 400-tonne concrete span of the bridge with 

the help of a crane when the launcher collapsed along with a 34 metres (112 ft) long 

span of the bridge on top of a Blueline bus killing the driver and a labourer.  

On 12 July 2009, a portion of a bridge under construction collapsed when its 

launching girder lost balance as it was being erected at Zamrudpur, near East of 

Kailash, on the Central Secretariat – Badarpur corridor. Six people were killed and 15 

others injured. The following day, on 13 July 2009, a crane that was removing the 
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debris collapsed, and with a bowling pin effect collapsed two other nearby cranes, 

injuring six. On 22 July 2009, a steel beam fell on a worker at the under-construction 

Ashok Park Metro station, killing him. Over a hundred people, including 93 workers, 

have died since work on the metro began in 1998.  

Current routes 

As of August 27, 2011, the whole of Phase-I and Phase-II are complete, with the 

network comprising six lines with 145 metro stations and a total length of 193 km 

(120 mi). 

Line 
First 

operational 
Last Extension Stations 

Length 

(km)  
Terminals 

Rolling 

stock 

     Red Line 
December 24, 

2002 
June 4, 2008 21 25.15 Dilshad Garden  Rithala 23 trains 

     Yellow 

Line 

December 20, 

2004 

September 3, 

2010 
34 44.65 Jahangirpuri 

HUDA City 

Centre 

62 trains 

     Blue Line 

December 31, 

2005 

October 30, 

2010 
44 49.93 

Noida City 

Centre 

Dwarka Sector 

21 59 trains 

January 7, 2010 July 14, 2011 8 8.75 Yamuna Bank Vaishali 

     Green Line 

April 3, 2010 — 15 18.46 Inderlok Mundka 

15 trains 
August 27, 2011 — 2 3.32 Kirti Nagar  

Ashok Park 

Main 

     Violet Line October 3, 2010 
January 14, 

2011 
15 20.04 

Central 

Secretariat  

Badarpur 29 trains 

     Airport 

Express 

February 23, 

2011 
— 6 22.70 New Delhi  

Dwarka Sector 

21 

8 trains 

Red Line 

The Red Line was the first line of the 

Metro to be opened and connects Rithala in 

the west to Dilshad Garden in the east, 

covering a distance of 25.09 kilometres 

(15.59 mi).
[31]

 It is partly elevated and partly 

at grade, and crosses the Yamuna River 

between Kashmere Gate and Shastri Park 
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stations. The inauguration of the first stretch between Shahdara and Tis Hazari on 

December 24, 2002 caused the ticketing system to collapse due to the line being 

crowded to four times its capacity by citizens eager to have a ride. Subsequent sections 

were inaugurated from Tis Hazari – Trinagar (later renamed Inderlok) on October 4, 

2003, Inderlok – Rithala on March 31, 2004, and Shahdara – Dilshad Garden on June 4, 

2008. The red line has two interchange stations, the first being Kashmere Gate with the 

yellow line and the second Inderlok with the green line. 

Yellow Line 

The Yellow Line was the second line 

of the Metro and was the first underground 

line to be opened. It runs for 44.36 

kilometres (27.56 mi) from north to south 

and connects Jahangirpuri with HUDA City 

Centre in Gurgaon. The northern and 

southern parts of the line are elevated, while 

the central section through some of the most congested parts of Delhi is underground. 

The first section between Vishwa Vidyalaya and Kashmere Gate opened on December 

20, 2004, and the subsequent sections of Kashmere Gate – Central Secretariat opened 

on July 3, 2005, and Vishwa Vidyalaya – Jahangirpuri on February 4, 2009. This line 

also possesses the country's deepest Metro station at Chawri Bazaar, situated 30 metres 

(98 ft) below ground level. On 21 June 2010, an additional stretch from Qutub Minar to 

HUDA City Centre was opened, initially operating separately from the main line. 

However, Chhatarpur station on this line opened on August 26, 2010. Due to delay in 

acquiring the land for constructing the station, it was constructed using pre-fabricated 

structures in a record time of nine months and is the only station in the Delhi metro 

network to be made completely of steel. The connecting link between Central 

Secretariat and Qutub Minar opened on September 3, 2010. Interchanges are available 

with the Red Line and Kashmere Gate ISBT at Kashmere Gate station, Blue Line at 

Rajiv Chowk Station, Violet Line at Central Secretariat, and with the Indian Railways 

network at Chandani chowk Delhi Junction Railway station and New Delhi New Delhi 

railway stations. Yellow line is the first line of delhi metro with all trains of six coach 

configuration.The Metro Museum at Patel Chowk Metro station is a collection of 
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display panels, historical photographs and exhibits, traces the genesis of the Delhi 

Metro. 

Blue Line 

The Blue Line was the third line of the 

Metro to be opened, and the first to connect 

areas outside Delhi. Mainly elevated and partly 

underground, it connects Dwarka Sub City in 

the west with the satellite city of Noida in the 

east, covering a distance of 47.4 kilometres 

(29.5 mi). The first section of this line between 

Dwarka and Barakhamba Road was inaugurated on December 31, 2005, and 

subsequent sections opened between Dwarka – Dwarka Sector 9 on April 1, 2006, 

Barakhamba Road – Indraprastha on November 11, 2006, Indraprastha – Yamuna Bank 

on May 10, 2009, Yamuna Bank – Noida City Centre on November 12, 2009, and 

Dwarka Sector 9 – Dwarka Sector 21 on October 30, 2010. This line crosses the 

Yamuna River between Indraprastha and Yamuna Bank stations, and has India's first 

extradosed bridge across the Northern Railways mainlines near Pragati Maidan. A 

branch of the Blue line, inaugurated on January 8, 2010, takes off from Yamuna Bank 

station and runs for 6.25 kilometres (3.88 mi) up to Anand Vihar in east Delhi. It was 

further extended up to Vaishali which was opened to public on July 14, 2011. A small 

stretch of 2.76 kilometres (1.71 mi) from Dwarka Sector 9 to Dwarka Sector 21 was 

inaugurated on October 30, 2010. Interchanges are available with the Yellow Line at 

Rajiv Chowk station, Green line at Kirti Nagar and with the Indian Railways network at 

the Anand Vihar Railway Terminal and Anand Vihar ISBT.  

Green Line 

Opened in 2010, the Green Line was the first standard-gauge corridor of the 

Delhi Metro. The fully elevated line connects Mundka with Inderlok, running for 15.1 

kilometres (9.4 mi) mostly along Rohtak Road with a branch line connecting the line's 

Ashok Park Main station with Kirti Nagar station on the Blue Line. The line consists of 

17 stations including an interchange station covering a total length of 18.46 km. The 

line was opened in two stages, with the 15.1 km Inderlok - Mundka section opening on 
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3 April 2010, and the 3.5 km Kirti Nagar - Ashok Park Main branch line on 27 August 

2011. An interchange with the Red line is available at Inderlok station via an integrated 

concourse. This line also has the country's first standard-gauge maintenance depot at 

Mundka.  

Violet Line 

The Violet Line is the most recent line of 

the Metro to be opened, and the second standard-

gauge corridor after the Green Line. The 20.2 km 

(12.6 mi) long line connects Badarpur to Central 

Secretariat, with 9 km (5.6 mi) being overhead and 

the rest underground. The first section between 

 Central Secretariat and Sarita Vihar was inaugurated on October 3, 2010,that 

just hoursana before the inaugural ceremony of the 2010 Commonwealth Games, and 

connects the Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium, which was the venue for the opening and 

closing ceremonies of the event. Completed in just 41 months, it includes a 100 m 

(330 ft) long bridge over the Indian Railways mainlines and a 167.5 m (550 ft) long 

cable-stayed bridge across an operational road flyover, and connects several hospitals, 

tourist attractions, and a major industrial estate along its route. Services are provided at 

intervals of 5 min. An interchange with the Yellow Line is available at Central 

Secretariat through an integrated concourse. On January 14, 2011, the remaining 

portion from Sarita Vihar to Badarpur was opened for commercial service, adding three 

new stations to the network and marking the completion of the line.  

Airport Express 

The Airport Express line runs for 22.7 km 

(14.1 mi) from New Delhi Railway Station to 

Dwarka Sector 21, linking the Indira Gandhi 

International Airport. The line is operated by Delhi 

Airport Metro Express Pvt. Limited (DAMEL), a 

subsidiary of Reliance Infrastructure, the 

concessionaire of the line. The line was 

constructed at a cost of 5,700 crore (US$1.04 billion), of which Reliance 
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Infrastructure invested 2,885 crore (US$525.07 million) and will pay fees on a 

revenue-share model. The line has six stations (Dhaula Kuan and Delhi Aerocity 

became operational on August 15, 2011), with some featuring check-in facilities, 

parking, and eateries. Rolling stock consists of six-coach trains operating at intervals of 

ten minutes and having a maximum speed of 135 km/h (84 mph).  
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Finances 

Funding 

The capital cost of Phases I and II has been estimated to be 14,430 crore 

(US$2.63 billion) at 2004 prices. However, more recent estimates have placed the cost 

of construction at 200 crore (US$36.4 million) per kilometre. Thirty percent of the 

total investment for Phases I and II has been raised through equity capital with the 

Government of India (GoI) and Government of Delhi contributing equal shares, and 

approximately another 60 percent has been raised as either long-term or subordinate 

debt, through soft loans from the Japan Bank for International Cooperation. The rest of 

the investment is proposed to be recovered from internal revenues through operations 

and property development. The Metro also received 1,914.3 crore (US$348.4 million) 

as grant-in-aid from various agencies for the financial year ending March 2009. As of 

August 7, 2010, Delhi Metro has paid back an amount of 567.63 crore (US$103.31 

million), which includes loan amount for Phase I and interest amounts for Phases I and 

II, to the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA). Delhi Metro's 

implementation of Phase-I, which connected 65 km in the national capital, has been 

rated as "excellent" by the project's funding agency, the Japan International 

Cooperation Agency (JICA).  

Revenue and Profits 

Delhi Metro is one of the few metro systems in the world having an operational 

profit from the first day. In 2007, the Delhi Metro claimed to be one of only five metro 

systems in the world that operated at a profit without government subsidies. This was 

enabled by keeping maintenance costs to a minimum and harnessing additional revenue 

from advertisements and property development, apart from ticket sales. The Metro also 

generates revenue by leasing out its trains and stations for film shoots. Due to its 

increasing association with Delhi as an image of the city's everyday life, it has been a 

popular filming location for production houses, and several films and advertisements 

have been shot on board. Producers have to pay as much as 1 lakh (US$1,820) for 

every hour of filming, besides a security deposit and insurance.  
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For the financial year ended March 2008, the Metro reported operating revenues of 

305.27 crore (US$55.6 million) and a profit before tax of 19.98 crore (US$3.64 

million), which rose to 723.77 crore (US$131.7 million) and 90.43 crore (US$16.5 

million) respectively for the financial year ended March 2009.  

For the financial year ended March 2011, DMRC reported operating revenues 

of 1,608 crore (US$292.7 million), a loss before tax of 13 crore (US$2.4 million), 

and EBITDA (operating income before interest and depreciation) of 768 crore 

(US$139.8 million). Property development (advertising and retail) contributed almost 

Rs. 98 crore to the revenue. Ticket sales fetched Rs. 938 crore, with the remainder 

coming from consultancy for other Metro projects in the country and miscellaneous 

sources. DMRC made an operating profit of Rs. 0.48 per traveller. In the same period, 

"core" revenues were 939 crore (US$170.9 million) and EBITDA 489 crore (US$89 

million), with the remainder coming from external projects (e.g. Jaipur Metro), real 

estate, and consultancy.  

Operations 

              

Inside the Ajmeri Gate metro station.  HUDA City Centre metro station 

                

Train at HUDA City Centre metro station     Smart Card 
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Trains operate at a frequency of 2 minutes 30 seconds to 5–10 minutes between 

6:00 and 23:00 depending peak and off peak time . Trains operating within the network 

typically travel at speed up to 80 km/h (50 mph), and stop about 20 seconds at each 

station. Automated station announcements are recorded in Hindi and English. Many 

stations have services such as ATMs, food outlets, cafés, convenience stores and 

mobile recharge. Eating, drinking, smoking, and chewing of gum are prohibited in the 

entire system. The Metro also has a sophisticated fire alarm system for advance 

warning in emergencies, and fire retardant material is used in trains as well as on the 

premises of stations. Navigation information is available on Google Transit. The first 

coach of every train is reserved for women.  

Broad gauge 

The broad gauge rolling stock is manufactured by two major suppliers. For the 

Phase I, the rolling stock was supplied by a consortium of companies comprising 

Hyundai Rotem, Mitsubishi Corporation, and MELCO. The coaches were initially built 

in South Korea by ROTEM,
[117]

 then in Bangalore by BEML through a technology 

transfer arrangement. These trains consist of four 3.2-metre (10 ft) wide stainless steel 

lightweight coaches with vestibules permitting movement throughout their length and 

can carry up to 1500 passengers, with 50 seated and 330 standing passengers per coach. 

The coaches are fully air conditioned, equipped with automatic doors, microprocessor-

controlled brakes and secondary air suspension, and are capable of maintaining an 

average speed of 32 km/h (20 mph) over a distance of 1.1 km (0.68 mi). The system is 

extensible up to eight coaches, and platforms have been designed accordingly.  

The rolling stock for Phase II is being supplied by Bombardier Transportation, 

which has received an order for 614 cars worth approximately US$ 1100 million. While 

initial trains were made in Germany and Sweden, the remainder will be built at 

Bombardier's factory in Savli, near Vadodara. These trains are a mix of four-car and 

six-car consists, capable of accommodating 1178 and 1792 commuters per train 

respectively. The coaches possess several improved features like Closed Circuit 

Television (CCTV) cameras with eight-hour backup for added security, charging points 

in all coaches for cell phones and laptops, improved air conditioning to provide a 

temperature of 25 degrees Celsius even in packed conditions and heaters for winter.  
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Standard gauge 

The standard gauge rolling stock is manufactured by BEML at its factory in 

Bangalore. The trains are four-car consists with a capacity of 1506 commuters per train, 

accommodating 50 seated and 292 standing passengers in each coach. These trains will 

have CCTV cameras in and outside the coaches, power supply connections inside 

coaches to charge mobiles and laptops, better humidity control, microprocessor-

controlled disc brakes, and will be capable of maintaining an average speed of 34 km/h 

(21 mph) over a distance of 1.1 km (0.68 mi).  

Airport Express 

Eight 6-car trains supplied by CAF Beasain were imported from Spain. CAF 

holds 5% equity in the DAME project, Reliance Infrastructure holds the remaining 

95%. The trains on this line are of a premium standard compared to the existing metro 

trains and have in-built noise reduction and padded fabric seats. The coaches are 

equipped with LCD screens for entertainment of the passengers and also provide flight 

information for convenience of air travellers. The trains are fitted with an event 

recorder which can withstand high levels of temperature and impact and the wheels 

have flange lubrication system for less noise and better riding comfort.  

Airport express service has been temporarily suspended due to safety reasons. 

There is an ongoing controversy between DMRC and the private operator, Reliance. 

Maglev 

On 8 December 2011, the government informed the Rajya Sabha that it was 

planning to introduce magnetic levitation wheel-less trains on the Phase 3 of Delhi 

Metro Minister of State for Urban Development Saugata Roy said: "The Delhi Metro 

proposes to introduce wheel-less trains." The Maglev trains produce less noise and a 

smoother ride. They accelerate faster, travel up to 110 km/h and reduce maintenance 

cost by 25%. 
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PRODUCTION UNITS 

 

 

 

A modern pantograph. The device shown is technically a half-pantograph. 

 

CLW made WAP-5 30022(CLW made WAP-5 locos don't have fluted body shell) rests at Bhopal 

 

WDP4 Diesel Locomotive Baaz which is now at New Jalpaiguri 
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Indian Railways manufactures much of its rolling stock and heavy engineering 

components at its six manufacturing plants, called Production Units, which are 

managed directly by the Ministry. Popular rolling stock builders such as CLW and 

DLW for electric and diesel locomotives; ICF and RCF for passenger coaches are 

Production Units of Indian Railways. Over the years, Indian Railways has not only 

achieved self-sufficiency in production of rolling stock in the country but also exported 

rolling stock to other countries. Each of these six production units is headed by a 

General Manager, who also reports directly to the Railway Board. The six Production 

Units are:- 

Sl. 

No 
Name Abbr. 

Year 

Established 
Location Main products 

1. 

Golden Rock 

Locomotive 

Workshops  

GOC 1928 Trichy 

Diesel-electric 

Locomotives 

2. 
Chittaranjan 

Locomotive Works  

CLW 1947 
Chittaranjan, 

Asansol 

Electric 

Locomotives 

3. 
Diesel Locomotive 

Works 

DLW 1961 Varanasi  

Diesel 

Locomotives 

4. 
Diesel-Loco 

Modernisation Works  

DMW 1981 Patiala 

Diesel-electric 

Locomotives 

5. Integral Coach Factory ICF 1952 Chennai  Passenger coaches 

6. Rail Coach Factory RCF 1986 Kapurthala  Passenger coaches 

7. Rail Wheel Factory RWF 1984 Bangalore  

Railway wheels 

and axles 

8. Rail Wheel Factory RWF 2011 Chhapra  

Railway wheels 

and axles 

9. Rail Coach Factory RCF 2012 Raebareli  Passenger coaches 
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Golden Rock Locomotive Workshops 

Golden Rock Locomotive Workshops (officially Central Workshop, Golden 

Rock) is a firm in India that manufactures railway locomotives and other kinds of 

rolling stock. It is under Southern Railways of Indian Railway Board. The factory is 

based at Golden Rock, Trichy, Tamil Nadu. The facility established in 1928 is the 

largest and oldest wagon construction unit in India. 

Chittaranjan Locomotive Works 

Founded in 1947 the company is named after the Indian freedom-fighter 

Chittaranjan Das. The manufacturing unit was established at a place close to the 

Mihijam railway station in Barddhaman district, in the state of West Bengal. The 

18.34 km
2
 township, which included a factory, 191 km. of roadways, 43 schools, 9,131 

staff quarters, 8 clinics (including a 200-bed hospital) and 7 markets, was built at a cost 

of Rs. 140 million and had a population of over 80,000. The factory commenced the 

production of steam locomotives on the 26 January 1950 (the date when India formally 

declared itself a Republic), in collaboration with the North British Locomotive 

Company. On November 1, 1950 Indian President Dr. Rajendra Prasad formally 

dedicated the first steam rail-engine produced by the company (a WG class locomotive 

bearing the registration number 8401) to the freedom fighter Deshbandhu Chittranjan 

Das. The name of the nearby railway station Mihijam was also changed to Chittaranjan. 

Post-1968 the factory began to manufacture diesel-hydraulic locomotives. The 

production of steam and diesel locomotives were discontinued in 1973 and 1994 

respectively. The company has since been manufacturing only electric rail-engines. It is 

now the only government electric loco producing factory in India. The factory obtains 

its iron & steel from Asansol and Jamshedpur and hydel power from Maithon Dam. 

The township under CLW i.e. Chittaranjan is bordered by high boundaries and 3 main 

gates, and guarded by Railway Protection Force(RPF), Railway Protection Special 

Force(RPSF) and also West Bengal police. 
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CLW 60years painting on WAP7 

Products 

WAP-7 : 6000 hp, AC, B.G. 140 km/hrs. speed, 3-phase drive 

WAP-5 : 5450 hp, 25 kV ac, B.G. 160 km/hr. speed,3-phase drive 

WAG-9 : 6000 hp, 25kV ac, B.G.,freight locomotive,100 km/hrs. 3-phase drive 

WAG-7 : 5000 hp, 25 kV ac, Broad Gage (BG)1.676m, speed 100 km/hrs. (on Indian 

Rlys.track).Tap changer/ DC Traction Motor technology 

WAP-4 : 5000 hp, 25kV, ac, B.G.1.676 m speed 130 km/hrs., Tap changer / DC 

Traction Motor technology 

Diesel Locomotive Works 

The Diesel Locomotive Works (DLW) in Varanasi, India, is a production unit 

owned by Indian Railways, that manufactures diesel-electric locomotives and its spare 

parts. It is the largest diesel-electric locomotive manufacturer in India. 

Locally it is called as D L W. 

Founded in 1961, the DLW rolled out its first locomotive three years later, on 

January 3, 1964. It manufactures locomotives which are variants based on the original 

ALCO designs dating to 1960s and the GM EMD designs of the 1990s. DLW has an 

annual production capacity of 250 locomotives and plans to increase it to 275 based on 

the current demand.
  

DLW locomotives have power outputs ranging from 2,600 horsepower 

(1,900 kW) to 5,500 horsepower (4,100 kW). Currently DLW is producing EMD 
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GT46MAC and EMD GT46PAC locomotives under license from Electro-Motive 

Diesels (formerly GM-EMD) for Indian Railways.
  

Rail Coach Factory 

Established in 1986, the Rail Coach Factory (RCF) was the second coach 

manufacturing unit of Indian Railways. Its foundation stone was laid by the then Prime 

Minister of India Mr. Rajiv Gandhi. It has manufactured around 16,000 passenger 

coaches of 51 different types including self propelled passenger vehicles. 

This output constitutes over 35% of the total population of coaches on Indian 

Railways. RCF is at the threshold of setting an all time record by manufacturing more 

than 1400 coaches during the Financial Year 2005-06 including around 150 stainless 

steel coaches and 260 AC 3 Tier coaches in corten steel shell design. 

RCF is equipped with CAD centre and CNC machines to undertake design and 

manufacture of bogies, shell (both with stainless steel and corten steel). RCF has also 

manufactured Alstom LHB coaches for both Rajdhani Express and Shatabdi Express. 

The RCF is in the town of Kapurthala in the Indian state of Punjab. Pincode - 

144602. In 2010, new double decker coaches rushed out from the Kapurthala Rail 

Coach Factory which now run as a train between Howrah and Dhanbad known as the 

'Black Diamond Express' 

Other subsidiaries 

There also exist independent organizations under the control of the Railway 

Board for electrification, modernization, research and design and training of officers, 

each of which is headed by an officer of the rank of General Manager. A number of 

Public Sector Undertakings, which perform railway-related functions ranging from 

consultancy to ticketing, are also under the administrative control of the Ministry of 

railways. 

There are eleven public undertakings under the administrative control of the 

Ministry of Railways, viz. 
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 Bharat Wagon and Engineering Co. Ltd. (BWEL) 

 Centre for Railway Information Systems (CRIS)
[17]

 

 Container Corporation of India Limited (CONCOR) 

 Dedicated Freight Corridor Corporation of India Limited (DFCCIL) 

 Indian Railway Catering and Tourism Corporation Limited (IRCTC) 

 Indian Railway Construction (IRCON) International Limited 

 Indian Railway Finance Corporation Limited (IRFC) 

 Konkan Railway Corporation Limited (KRCL) 

 Mumbai Railway Vikas Corporation (MRVC) 

 Railtel Corporation of India Limited (Rail Tel) 

 Rail India Technical and Economic Services Limited (RITES) 

 Rail Vikas Nigam Limited (RVNL) 

Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Limited (DMRC), that has constructed and operates 

Delhi Metro network, is an independent organisation not connected to the Indian 

Railways. Similar metro rail corporations in other cities (except Kolkata Metro in 

Kolkata) are not connected to the Indian Railways. 

Locomotives 

Main article: Locomotives in India 

 

Two steam engines at water refilling station at Agra station 

 

A Beyer Garratt 6594 Engine seen at the National Rail Museum 
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Locomotives in India consist of electric and diesel locomotives. Steam 

locomotives are no longer used, except in heritage trains. Locomotives are also called 

locos or engines. In India, locomotives are classified according to their track gauge, 

motive power, the work they are suited for and their power or model number. The class 

name includes this information about the locomotive. It comprises 4 or 5 letters. The 

first letter denotes the track gauge. The second letter denotes their motive power 

(Diesel or Electric) and the third letter denotes the kind of traffic for which they are 

suited (goods, passenger, mixed or shunting). The fourth letter used to denote 

locomotives' chronological model number. However, from 2002 a new classification 

scheme has been adopted. Under this system, for newer diesel locomotives, the fourth 

letter will denote their horsepower range. Electric locomotives don't come under this 

scheme and even all diesel locos are not covered. For them this letter denotes their 

model number as usual. 

A locomotive may sometimes have a fifth letter in its name which generally 

denotes a technical variant or subclass or subtype. This fifth letter indicates some 

smaller variation in the basic model or series, perhaps different motors, or a different 

manufacturer. With the new scheme for classifying diesel locomotives (as mentioned 

above) the fifth item is a letter that further refines the horsepower indication in 100 hp 

increments: 'A' for 100 hp, 'B' for 200 hp, 'C' for 300 hp, etc. So in this scheme, a 

WDM-3A refers to a 3100 hp loco, while a WDM-3F would be a 3600 hp loco. 

Goods wagons or freight cars 

The number of freight car or goods wagons was 205,596 on 31 March 1951 and 

reached the maximum number 405,183 on 31 March 1980 after which it started 

declining and was 219,931 on 31 March 2010. The number is far shorter than the 

requirement and the Indian Railways keeps losing freight traffic to road. Indian 

Railways carried 93 million tonnes of goods in 1950-51 and it increased to 892 tonnes 

in 2009-10. 

However, its share in goods traffic is much lower than road traffic. In 1951, its 

share was 65% and the share of road was 35%. Now the shares have been reversed and 

the share of railways has declined to 30% and the share of road has increased to 70%. 
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Passenger coaches 

Electric Multiple Unit (EMU) coaches are used for suburban traffic in large 

cities - mainly Mumbai, Chennai, Delhi, Kolkata, Pune, Hyderabad and Bangalore. 

These coaches numbered 7,474 on 31 March 2010. They have second class and first 

class seating accommodation. 

Passenger coaches numbered 43,518 on 31 March 2010. Other coaches (luggage 

coach, parcel van, guard's coach, mail coach, etc.) numbered 6,505 on 31 March 2010. 

Freight 

Indian Railways earns about 70% of its revenues from the freight traffic 

(Rs.686.2 billion from freight and Rs.304.6 billion from passengers in 2011-12). Most 

of its profits come from movement of freight. It makes a loss on passenger traffic. It 

deliberately keeps its passenger fares low and cross-subsidises the loss-making 

passenger traffic with the profit-making freight traffic. 

Since the 1990s, Indian Railways has stopped single-wagon consignments and 

provides only full rake freight trains for goods. Most of its freight earnings come from 

movement of bulk goods such as coal, cement, food grains and iron ore in full rakes. It 

is continually losing freight traffic to road. 

Technical details 

Track and gauge 

Indian railways uses four gauges, the 1,676 mm (5 ft 6 in) broad gauge which is 

wider than the 1,435 mm (4 ft 8 
1
⁄2 in) standard gauge; the 1,000 mm (3 ft 3 

3
⁄8 in) metre 

gauge; and two narrow gauges, 762 mm (2 ft 6 in) and 610 mm (2 ft) . Track sections 

are rated for speeds ranging from 75 to 160 km/h (47 to 99 mph). 

The total length of track used by Indian Railways is about 115,000 km 

(71,000 mi) while the total route length of the network is 65,000 km (40,000 mi). 

About 22,224 km (13,809 mi) or 34% of the route-kilometre was electrified as on 31 

March 2012.  
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Broad gauge is the predominant gauge used by Indian Railways. Indian broad 

gauge—1,676 mm (5 ft 6 in)—is the most widely used gauge in India with 105,000 km 

(65,000 mi) of track length (91% of entire track length of all the gauges) and 56,000 km 

(35,000 mi) of route-kilometre (86% of entire route-kilometre of all the gauges). 

In some regions with less traffic, the metre gauge (1,000 mm/3 ft 3 
3
⁄8 in) is 

common, although the Unigauge project is in progress to convert all tracks to broad 

gauge. The metre gauge has about 8,000 km (5,000 mi) of track length (7% of entire 

track length of all the gauges) and 7,000 km (4,300 mi) of route-kilometre (10% of 

entire route-kilometre of all the gauges). 

The Narrow gauges are present on a few routes, lying in hilly terrains and in 

some erstwhile private railways (on cost considerations), which are usually difficult to 

convert to broad gauge. Narrow gauges have 2,000 route-kilometre. The Kalka-Shimla 

Railway, the Kangra Valley Railway and the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway are three 

notable hill lines that use narrow gauge, but the Nilgiri Mountain Railway is a metre 

gauge track.
[19]

 These four rail lines will not be converted under the Unigauge project. 

The share of broad gauge in the total route-

kilometre has been steadily rising, increasing from 

47% (25,258 route-km) in 1951 to 86% in 2012 

whereas the share of metre gauge has declined 

from 45% (24,185 route-km) to 10% in the same 

period and the share of narrow gauges has 

decreased from 8% to 3%. However, the total 

route-kilometre has increased by only 21% (by just 

11,500 km from 53,596 route-km in 1951) in the 

last sixty years or about 200 km per year. This compares very poorly with Chinese 

railways, which increased from about 27,000 route-km at the end of second world war 

to about 100,000 route-km in 2011, an increase of more than threefold. More than 

28,000 route-km (34% of the total route-km) of Chinese railway is electrified compared 

to only about 21,500 route-km of Indian railways. 

Sleepers (ties) are made up of prestressed concrete, or steel or cast iron posts, 

though teak sleepers are still in use on a few older lines. The prestressed concrete 
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sleeper is in wide use today. Metal sleepers were extensively used before the advent of 

concrete sleepers. Indian Railways divides the country into four zones on the basis of 

the range of track temperature. The greatest temperature variations occur in Rajasthan. 

 

Narrow Gauge Train at Rajim, Chhattisgarh 

Railway links to adjacent countries 

Existing rail links: 

 Nepal – Break-of-gauge – Gauge conversion under uni-gauge project 

 Pakistan – same Broad Gauge. Thar Express to Karachi and the more famous 

Samjhauta Express international train from Lahore, Pakistan to Amritsar 

(Attari). 

 Bangladesh – Same Broad Gauge. The Maitri Express between Dhaka and 

Kolkata started in April 2008 using the Gede-Darsana route, in addition to a 

Freight Train service from Singhabad and Petrapole in India to Rohanpur and 

Benapole in Bangladesh A second passenger link between Agartala, India and 

Akhaura Upazila, Bangladesh was approved by the Government of Bangladesh 

& India in September 2011.  

Under construction / Proposed links: 

 Bhutan – railways under construction – Same gauge 

 Myanmar – Manipur to Myanmar (under construction) 

 Vietnam – On 9 April 2010, Former Union Minister of India, Shashi Tharoor 

announced that the central government is considering a rail link from Manipur 

to Vietnam via Myanmar.  

 Thailand - possible if Burma Railway is rebuilt.  
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Types of passenger services 

Trains are classified by their average speed. A faster train has fewer stops ("halts") than 

a slower one and usually caters to long-distance travel. 

Rank Train Description 

1 Duronto 

Express  

These are the non-stop point to point rail services (except for 

operational stops) introduced for the first time in 2009 . They 

connect the metros and major state capitals of India and are 

faster than Rajdhani Express. The Duronto services consists of 

classes of accommodation namely first AC, two-tier AC, three-

tier AC, AC 3 Tier Economy, Sleeper Class, General Class. 

2 Rajdhani 

Express  

These are all air-conditioned trains linking major cities to New 

Delhi. The Rajdhanis have high priority and are one of the 

fastest trains in India, travelling at about 130 km/h (82 mph). 

There are only a few stops on a Rajdhani route.Food service is 

also provided in these class trains 

3 Shatabdi 

Express  

The Shatabdi trains are AC intercity seater-type trains for travel 

during day.It is the fastest trains in India, travelling at about 

140 km/h 

4 Garib Rath  
Fully air conditioned trains, designed for those who cannot 

afford to travel in the expensive Shatabti and Rajdhani Express. 

Garib Rath means "Chariot of the Poor". The maximum speed 

is 130 km/h. 

5 Jan Shatabdi 
Jan Shatabdi Express are a more affordable variety of the 

Shatabdi Express, which has both AC and non-AC classes. The 

maximum speed is 130 km/h. 

6 Sampark 

Kranti Express  

Sampark Kranti Express trains are a series of trains that provide 

quick connectivity from a particular state to the national capital, 
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New Delhi. 

7 Superfast 

Express/Mail  

These are trains that have an average speed greater than 

55 km/h (34 mph). Tickets for these trains have an additional 

super-fast surcharge. 

8 Express  
These are the most common kind of trains in India. They have 

more stops than their super-fast counterparts, but they stop only 

at relatively important intermediate stations. 

9 

Passenger and 

Fast Passenger 

These are slow trains that stop at most stations along the route 

and are the cheapest trains. The trains generally have 

unreserved seating accommodation but some night trains have 

sleeper, First Class and 3A compartments. 

10 Suburban 

trains 

These trains operate in the urban areas of Mumbai, Delhi, 

Kolkata, Chennai, Hyderabad, Pune and between Kanpur & 

Lucknow,usually stop at all stations and have unreserved 

seating accommodation. 

11 Metros and 

Monorails  

These trains are designed for city transport in metro cities of 

India. 
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Accommodation classes 

Indian Railways has several classes of travel with or without airconditioning. A 

train may have just one or many classes of travel. Slow passenger trains have only 

unreserved seating class whereas Rajdhani, Duronto and Shatabdi trains have only 

airconditioned classes. The fares for all classes are different with unreserved seating 

class being the cheapest. The fare of Rajdhani, Duronto and Shatabdi trains includes 

food served in the train but the fare for other trains does not include food that has to be 

bought separately. In long-distance trains a pantry car is usually included and food is 

served at the berth or seat itself. Luxury trains such as Palace on Wheels have separate 

dining cars but these trains cost as much as or more than a five-star hotel room. 

A standard passenger rake generally has four unreserved (also called "general") 

compartments, two at the front and two at the end, of which one may be exclusively for 

ladies. The exact number of other coaches varies according to the demand and the 

route. A luggage compartment can also exist at the front or the back. In some mail 

trains a separate mail coach is attached. Lavatories are communal and feature both the 

Indian style as well as the Western style. 

The following table lists the classes in operation. A train may not have all these classes. 

Class
[24]

 Description
[24][25]

 

1A First class AC: This is the most expensive class, where the fares are almost at 

par with air fare. There are eight cabins (including two coupes) in the full AC 

First Class coach and three cabins (including one coupe) in the half AC First 

Class coach. The coach has an attendant to help the passengers. Bedding is 

included with the fare in IR. This air conditioned coach is present only on 

popular routes and can carry 18 passengers (full coach) or 10 passengers (half 

coach). The sleeper berths are extremely wide and spacious. The coaches are 

carpeted, have sleeping accommodation and have privacy features like 

personal coupes. This class is available on broad gauge and metre gauge 

trains. 
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2A AC-Two tier: These air-conditioned coaches have sleeping berths across eight 

bays. Berths are usually arranged in two tiers in bays of six, four across the 

width of the coach and two berths longways on the other side of the corridor, 

with curtains along the gangway or corridor. Bedding is included with the fare. 

A broad gauge coach can carry 48 passengers (full coach) or 20 passengers 

(half coach). This class is available on broad gauge and metre gauge trains. 

FC First class: Same as 1AC but without air conditioning. No bedding is 

available in this class. The berths are wide and spacious. There is a coach 

attendant to help the passengers. This class has been phased out on most of the 

trains and is rare to find. However narrow gauge trains to hill stations have this 

class. 

3A AC three tier: Air conditioned coaches with 64 sleeping berths. Berths are 

usually arranged as in 2AC but with three tiers across the width and two 

longways as before giving eight bays of eight. They are slightly less well-

appointed, usually no reading lights or curtained off gangways. Bedding is 

included with fare. It carries 64 passengers in broad gauge. This class is 

available only on broad gauge. 

3E AC three tier (Economy): Air conditioned coaches with sleeping berths, 

present in Garib Rath Trains. Berths are usually arranged as in 3AC but with 

three tiers across the width and three longways. They are slightly less well-

appointed, usually no reading lights or curtained off gangways. Bedding is not 

included with fare. 

CC AC chair car: An air-conditioned seater coach with a total of five seats in a 

row used for day travel between cities. 

EC Executive class chair car: An air-conditioned coach with large spacious seats 

and legroom. It has a total of four seats in a row used for day travel between 

cities. This class of travel is only available on Shatabdi Express trains. 

SL Sleeper class: The sleeper class is the most common coach on IR, and usually 

ten or more coaches could be attached. These are regular sleeping coaches 



with three berths vertically stacked. In broad gauge, it carries 72 passengers 

per coach. 

2S Seater class: same as AC Chair car, but with bench style seats and without the 

air-conditioning. These may be rserved in advance or may be unreserved. 

UR Unreserved: The cheapest accommodation. The seats are usually made up of 

pressed wood in older coaches but cushioned seats are found in new coaches. 

These coaches are usually over-crowded and a seat is not guaranteed. Tickets 

are issued in advance for a minimum journey of more than 24 hours. Tickets 

issued are valid on any train on the same route if boarded within 24 hours of 

buying the ticket. 

 

 

Seen here is the Mumbai Rajdhani Express. Rajdhanis are long-distance high-speed and 

high-priority trains connecting major state capitals with New Delhi 

 

Seen here is the Secunderabad Yeshwanthpur Garib-Rath Express. Garib-Rath's are low 

cost A/c trains 
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Interior of a First Class(1A) compartment in the Rajdhani Express 

 

Air-conditioned Chair Car (CC) coaches in an Shatabdi Express. 

 

Interior of an air-conditioned Chair Car coach(CC) in an Jan Shatabdi Express. 

 

A typical sleeper class coach 
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At the rear of the train is a special compartment known as the guard's cabin. It is fitted 

with a transceiver and is where the guard usually gives the all clear signal before the 

train departs. 

Notable trains and achievements 

 

The Golden Chariot 

 

―Science Express‖, a joint Indo-German multimedia exhibition 

 

A tight loop (Agony Point) on the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway in West Bengal 
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There are two UNESCO World Heritage Sites on IR – the Chatrapati Shivaji Terminus 

and the Mountain Railways of India. The latter consists of three separate railway lines 

located in different parts of India:  

 Darjeeling Himalayan Railway, a narrow gauge railway in West Bengal. 

 Nilgiri Mountain Railway, a metre gauge railway in the Nilgiri Hills in Tamil 

Nadu. 

 Kalka-Shimla Railway, a narrow gauge railway in the Shivalik mountains in 

Himachal Pradesh. In 2003 the railway was featured in the Guinness Book of 

World Records for offering the steepest rise in altitude in the space of 96 

kilometre.  

 Maharaja Railways (Gwalior Light Railway), a narrow gauge line of just 

610mm width from Gwalior to Sheopur of 198 km. in length is world's longest 

narrow gauge railway line is in the UNESCO world heritage tentative list. 

 Neral-Matheran Railway, a narrow gauge railway connecting Matheran is also a 

historic line. 

 Palace on Wheels is a specially designed train, frequently hauled by a steam 

locomotive, for promoting tourism in Rajasthan. On the same lines, the 

Maharashtra government introduced the Deccan Odyssey covering various 

tourist destinations in Maharashtra and Goa, and was followed by the 

Government of Karnataka which introduced the Golden Chariot train 

connecting popular tourist destinations in Karnataka and Goa. However, neither 

of them has been able to enjoy the popular success of the Palace on Wheels. 

 Samjhauta Express is a train that runs between India and Pakistan. However, 

hostilities between the two nations in 2001 saw the line being closed. It was 

reopened when the hostilities subsided in 2004. Another train connecting 

Khokhrapar (Pakistan) and Munabao (India) is the Thar Express that restarted 

operations on 18 February 2006; it was earlier closed down after the 1965 Indo-

Pak war. 

 Lifeline Express is a special train popularly known as the "Hospital-on-Wheels" 

which provides healthcare to the rural areas. This train has a carriage that serves 

as an operating room, a second one which serves as a storeroom and an 

additional two that serve as a patient ward. The train travels around the country, 

staying at a location for about two months before moving elsewhere. 
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 Among the famous locomotives, the Fairy Queen is the oldest operating 

locomotive in the world today, though it is operated only for specials between 

Delhi and Alwar. John Bull, a locomotive older than Fairy Queen, operated in 

1981 commemorating its 150th anniversary. Kharagpur railway station also has 

the distinction of being the world's longest railway platform at 1,072 m 

(3,517 ft). The Ghum station along the Darjeeling Toy Train route is the second 

highest railway station in the world to be reached by a steam locomotive. The 

Mumbai–Pune Deccan Queen has the oldest running dining car in IR. 

 Vivek Express, between Dibrugarh and Kanyakumari, has the longest run in 

terms of distance and time on Indian Railways network. It covers 4,286 km 

(2,663 mi) in about 82 hours and 30 minutes. 

 Himsagar Express, between Kanyakumari and Jammu Tawi, has the second 

longest run in terms of distance and time on Indian Railways network. It covers 

3,715 km (2,308 mi) in about 69 hours and 30 minutes. The Bhopal Shatabdi 

Express is the fastest train in India today having a maximum speed of 150 km/h 

(93 mph) on the Faridabad–Agra section. The fastest speed attained by any train 

is 184 km/h (114 mph) in 2000 during test runs. 

 The third longest train in terms of distance on Indian Railways network is 

Navyug express between Jammu tawi to Mangalore covering a distance of 3609 

km. 

 Trivandrum Rajdhani is the longest non stop train in on Indian Railways 

network covering 528 km 

Double-decker AC trains have been introduced in India. The first double decker 

train was Pune-Mumbai Sinhagad express plying between Pune and Mumbai while the 

first double-decker AC train in the Indian Railways was introduced in November 2010, 

running between the Dhanbad and Howrah stations having 10 coaches and 2 power 

cars.  

Problems and issues 

A large number of bridges have exceeded their life and need to be replaced. 

Speed restrictions have to placed on such bridges and this reduces the average speed. 

Maintenance of tracks is generally manually done and needs to be mechanised. 
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Indian Railways has outdated communication, safety and signaling equipment 

on many of its tracks. The speed of updating these with the latest technology is very 

slow. Manual signally system on the tracks increases the distances between trains and 

reduces their speeds besides being the cause of a number of train accidents. 

Interlocking system is available on only a few routes. 

The personnel costs and operating costs have increased several times over the 

past decade but the passenger fares have not been increased. The passenger services are 

being run at a loss. Freight rates are increased to cross-subsidise the loss in passenger 

traffic. This drives away the freight traffic to road. Maintenance of passenger coaches 

and goods wagons is poor and results in derailment and other accidents. Sanitation in 

trains and stations is poor. 

Lack of profit in operations does not allow capital expenditure on better 

technology in any field. New railway line projects are announced without securing 

funding for them. The paucity of funds causes time and cost overrun. A large number 

of these projects are not profitable. A large number of them do not get completed 

within the scheduled time. As on 31 March 2011, 347 projects including new lines, 

doubling and gauge conversion were pending and their project cost had escalated to 

Rs.1,472 billion. However, the railway budget for 2012-13 provided only Rs.130 

billion for the projects. 

Food 

Trains are classified as pantry car/non-pantry car, trains with pantry cars are 

listed as P in Trains at a Glance. Meals are included in the fare on Rajdhani, Shatabdi 

and Duronto trains, while Indian Railways catering staff come around to collects orders 

an hour or two before mealtimes. Meals available for lunch and dinner are generally 

vegetarian and non-vegetarian thalis (rice, dal, a vegetable (chicken or fish curries for 

non-veg thalis), curd/yogurt, chapattis/rotis and occasionally, a sweet dish) or 

(veg/egg/chicken) biryani. Pantry car service always includes the sale of tea, coffee, 

cold drinks, Indian snacks (samosa) and "namkeen" (chips and other salty snacks). 

Pantry cars mostly re-distribute food from base kitchens that are based at important 

stations; they do have a small kitchen. The quality of food varies, with the fare being 

better in the South and West. Also, the parameters like: hygiene, taste, cuisine changes 
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from region to region. Most pantry cars and restaurants at stations are now managed by 

Indian Railway Catering and Tourism Corporation IRCTC. IRCTC provides 

satisfactory quality and hygienic food aboard trains and at stations. IRCTC kiosks are 

ubiquitous where one can find snacks/breakfast/packed foods/ biscuits/ cookies/ 

mineral water etc. At major stations, IRCTC has licensed Comesum to open fine-dine 

restaurants. Additionally, one can also order food online at travelkhana and your food 

will be delivered at your seat. 
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COMPARE TO INDIAN RAILS AND OTHERS 

 

Motive power is provided by a separate locomotive or individual motors in self-

propelled multiple units. Although historically steam propulsion dominated, the most 

common modern forms are diesel and electric locomotives, the latter supplied by 

overhead wires or additional rails. Other energy sources include horses, rope or wire, 

gravity, pneumatics, batteries, and gas turbines. Train tracks usually consists of two, 

three or four rails, with limited monorails and maglev guideways in the mix. 

The word 'train' comes from the Old French trahiner, from the Latin trahere 

'pull, draw'.
  

Types of trains 

 

German ICE high speed passenger train (a form of multiple unit) 

 

A Transperth B-series train 
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British Rail Class 390 Electric multiple unit train in Virgin Trains livery 

 

Steam locomotive-hauled passenger train 

 

A train in South Sudan 

There are various types of trains that are designed for particular purposes. A 

train can consist of a combination of one or more locomotives and attached railroad 

cars, or a self-propelled multiple unit (or occasionally a single or articulated powered 

coach, called a railcar). Trains can also be hauled by horses, pulled by a cable, or run 

downhill by gravity. 

Special kinds of trains running on corresponding special 'railways' are 

atmospheric railways, monorails, high-speed railways, maglev, rubber-tired 

underground, funicular and cog railways. 

A passenger train may consist of one or several locomotives and coaches. 

Alternatively, a train may consist entirely of passenger carrying coaches, some or all of 
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which are powered as a "multiple unit". In many parts of the world, particularly the Far 

East and Europe, high-speed rail is used extensively for passenger travel. 

Freight trains are composed of wagons or trucks rather than carriages, though 

some parcel and mail trains (especially Travelling Post Offices) are outwardly more 

like passenger trains. Trains can also be 'mixed', comprising both passenger 

accommodation and freight vehicles. Such mixed trains are most likely to occur where 

services are infrequent, and running separate passenger and freight trains is not cost-

effective, though the differing needs of passengers and freight usually means this is 

avoided where possible. Special trains are also used for track maintenance; in some 

places, this is called maintenance of way. 

In the United Kingdom, a train hauled by two locomotives is said to be "double-

headed", and in Canada and the United States it is quite common for a long freight train 

to be headed by three or more locomotives. A train with a locomotive attached at each 

end is described as 'top and tailed', this practice typically being used when there are no 

reversing facilities available. Where a second locomotive is attached temporarily to 

assist a train up steep banks or grades (or down them by providing braking power) it is 

referred to as 'banking' in the UK, or 'helper service' in North America. Recently, many 

loaded trains in the US have been made up with one or more locomotives in the middle 

or at the rear of the train, operated remotely from the lead cab. This is referred to as 

"DP" or "Distributed Power." 

Terminology 

The railway terminology that is used to describe a 'train' varies between countries. 

United Kingdom 

In the United Kingdom, the interchangeable terms set and unit are used to refer 

to a group of permanently or semi-permanently coupled vehicles, such as those of a 

multiple unit. While when referring to a train made up of a variety of vehicles, or of 

several sets/units, the term formation is used. (Although the UK public and media 

often forgo 'formation', for simply 'train'.) The word rake is also used for a group of 

coaches or wagons. 
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In the United Kingdom Section 83(1) of the Railways Act 1993 defines "train" as 

follows: 

a) two or more items of rolling stock coupled together, at least one of which is a 

locomotive; or 

b) a locomotive not coupled to any other rolling stock. 

United States 

In the United States, the term consist is used to describe the group of rail 

vehicles which make up a train. When referring to motive power, consist refers to the 

group of locomotives powering the train. Similarly, the term trainset refers to a group 

of rolling stock that is permanently or semi-permanently coupled together to form a 

unified set of equipment (the term is most often applied to passenger train 

configurations). 

There are three types of trains: Electric, Diesel and Steam. 

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway's 1948 operating rules define a 

train as: "An engine or more than one engine coupled, with or without cars, displaying 

markers."
[2]

 

Bogies 

 

US-style railroad truck (bogie) with journal bearings 

A bogie is a wheeled wagon or trolley. In mechanics terms, a bogie is a chassis or 

framework carrying wheels, attached to a vehicle. It can be fixed in place, as on a cargo 

truck, mounted on a swivel, as on a railway carriage or locomotive, or sprung as in the 

suspension of a caterpillar tracked vehicle. 
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Motive power 

The first trains were rope-hauled, gravity powered or pulled by horses. From the 

early 19th century almost all were powered by steam locomotives. From the 1910s 

onwards the steam locomotives began to be replaced by less labour intensive and 

cleaner (but more complex and expensive) diesel locomotives and electric locomotives, 

while at about the same time self-propelled multiple unit vehicles of either power 

system became much more common in passenger service. In most countries 

dieselisation of locomotives in day-to-day use was completed by the 1970s. Steam 

locomotives are still used in a few where coal and labour are cheap, most notably the 

People's Republic of China. Steam powered Heritage railways are operated in many 

countries for the leisure and enthusiast market. 

Electric traction offers a lower cost per mile of train operation but at a higher 

initial cost, which can only be justified on high traffic lines. Since the cost per mile of 

construction is much higher, electric traction is less viable for long-distance lines with 

the exception of long-distance high speed lines. Electric trains receive their current via 

overhead lines or through a third rail electric system. 

A recent variation of the electric locomotive is the fuel cell locomotive. Fuel 

cell locomotives combine the advantage of not needing an electrical system in place, 

with the advantage of emissionless operation. However, the initial cost of such fuel cell 

vehicles is still substantial at the moment. 

Passenger trains 

           

Class 323 at Godley  Interior of a passenger car in a long-distance train in Finland 
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A passenger train is one which includes passenger-carrying vehicles which can 

often be very long and fast. It may be a self-powered multiple unit or railcar, or else a 

combination of one or more locomotives and one or more unpowered trailers known as 

coaches, cars or carriages. Passenger trains travel between stations or depots, at which 

passengers may board and disembark. In most cases, passenger trains operate on a fixed 

schedule and have superior track occupancy rights over freight trains. 

Oversight of a passenger train is the responsibility of the conductor. He or she is 

usually assisted by other crew members, such as service attendants or porters. During 

the heyday of North American passenger rail travel, long distance trains carried two 

conductors: the aforementioned train conductor, and a Pullman conductor, the latter 

being in charge of sleeping car personnel. 

Many prestigious passenger train services have been given a specific name, 

some of which have become famous in literature and fiction. In past years, railroaders 

often referred to passenger trains as the "varnish", alluding to the bygone days of 

wooden-bodied coaches with their lustrous exterior finishes and fancy livery. "Blocking 

the varnish" meant a slow-moving freight train was obstructing a fast passenger train, 

causing delays. 

Some passenger trains, both long distance and short distanced, may use bi-level 

(double-decker) cars to carry more passengers per train. Car design and the general 

safety of passenger trains have dramatically evolved over time, making travel by rail 

remarkably safe. 

High-speed rail 

 

Japanese Shinkansen 500 Series (High-speed rail) 
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One notable and growing long-distance train category is high-speed rail. 

Generally, high speed rail runs at speeds above 200 km/h (124 mph) and often operates 

on dedicated track that is surveyed and prepared to accommodate high speeds. Japan's 

Shinkansen ("bullet-train") commenced operation in 1964, and was the first successful 

example of a high speed passenger rail system. 

The fastest wheeled train running on rails is France's TGV (Train à Grande 

Vitesse, literally "high speed train"), which achieved a speed of 574.8 km/h 

(357.2 mph), twice the takeoff speed of a Boeing 727 jetliner, under test conditions in 

2007. The highest speed currently attained in scheduled revenue operation is 350 km/h 

(217 mph) on the Beijing–Tianjin Intercity Rail and Wuhan–Guangzhou High-Speed 

Railway systems in China. The TGV runs at a maximum revenue speed of 300–320 

km/h (186–199 mph), as does Germany's Inter-City Express. 

In most cases, high-speed rail travel is time- and cost-competitive with air travel 

when distances do not exceed 500 to 600 km (311 to 373 mi), as airport check-in and 

boarding procedures may add as many as two hours to the actual transit time. Also, rail 

operating costs over these distances may be lower when the amount of fuel consumed 

by an airliner during takeoff and climbout is considered. As travel distance increases, 

the latter consideration becomes less of the total cost of operating an airliner and air 

travel becomes more cost-competitive. 

Some high speed rail equipment employs tilting technology to improve stability 

in curves. Examples of such equipment are the Advanced Passenger Train (APT), the 

Pendolino, the N700 Series Shinkansen, Amtrak's Acela Express and the Talgo. Tilting 

is a dynamic form of superelevation, allowing both low- and high-speed traffic to use 

the same trackage (though not simultaneously, of course), as well as producing a more 

comfortable ride for passengers. 

Maglev 

In order to achieve much faster operation over 500 km/h (310 mph), innovative 

Maglev technology has been researched for years. The Shanghai Maglev Train, opened 

in 2003, is the fastest commercial train service of any kind, operating at speeds of up to 

430 km/h (270 mph). Maglev has not yet been used for inter-city mass transit routes. 
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Inter-city trains 

 

A New Jersey Transit train (U.S.) arriving at a station. 

Passenger trains can be divided into three major groups: 

 Intercity trains: connecting cities in the fastest time possible, bypassing all 

intermediate stations 

 Fast trains: calling at larger intermediate stations between cities, serving large 

urban communities 

 Regional trains: calling at all intermediate stations between cities, serving all 

lineside communities 

The distinction between the types can be thin or even non-existent. Trains can 

run as Intercity services between major cities, then revert to a fast or even regional train 

service to serve communities at the extremity of their journey. This practice allows 

marginal communities remaining to be served while saving money at the expense of a 

longer journey time for those wishing to travel to the terminus station. 

Regional trains 

Regional trains usually connect between towns and cities, rather than purely 

linking major population hubs like inter-city train, and serve local traffic demand in 

relatively rural area. 
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Short-distance trains 

Commuter trains 

 

Mumbai's suburban trains handle 6.3 million commuters daily.
[6]

 

 

Interior of a 6-door passenger car in Japan, when the bench seats are folded 

Main articles: Commuter rail and Commuter rail in North America 

For shorter distances many cities have networks of commuter trains, serving the 

city and its suburbs. Trains are a very efficient mode of transportation to cope with 

large traffic demand in a metropolis. Compared with road transport, it carries many 

people with much smaller land area and little air pollution. 

Some carriages may be laid out to have more standing room than seats, or to 

facilitate the carrying of prams, cycles or wheelchairs. Some countries have double-

decked passenger trains for use in conurbations. Double deck high speed and sleeper 

trains are becoming more common in mainland Europe. 

Sometimes extreme congestion of commuter trains becomes a problem. For 

example, an estimated 3.5 million passengers ride every day on Yamanote Line in 

Tokyo, Japan, with its 29 stations. For comparison, the New York City Subway carries 

4.8 million passengers per day on 24 services serving 468 stations. To cope with large 
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traffic, special cars in which the bench seats fold up to provide standing room only 

during the morning rush hour (until 10 a.m.) are operated in Tokyo (E231 series train). 

In the past this train has included 2 cars with six doors on each side to shorten the time 

for passengers to get on and off at station. 

Passenger trains usually have emergency brake handles (or a "communication cord") 

that the public can operate. Misuse is punished by a heavy fine. 

Long-distance trains 

Long-distance trains travel between many cities and/or regions of a country, and 

sometimes cross several countries. They often have a dining car or restaurant car to 

allow passengers to have a meal during the course of their journey. Trains travelling 

overnight may also have sleeping cars. Currently much of travel on these distances of 

over 500 miles is done by air on many countries but on many others long-distance 

travel by rail is popular or only cheap way to cross vast distances. 

Within cities 

Rapid transit 

Large cities often have a metro system, also called underground, subway or 

tube. The trains are electrically powered, usually by third rail, and their railroads are 

separate from other traffic, usually without level crossings. Usually they run in tunnels 

in the city centre and sometimes on elevated structures in the outer parts of the city. 

They can accelerate and decelerate faster than heavier, long-distance trains. 

The term rapid transit is used for public transport such as commuter trains, 

metro and light rail. However, in New York City, services on the New York City 

Subway have been referred to as "trains". 

Tram 

In most countries, such as the United Kingdom, the distinction between a 

tramway and a railway is precise and defined in law. In the US and Canada such street 

railways are mostly referred to as trolleys. The key difference between a railroad and a 
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trolley system is the latter running primarily on public streets, whereas trains have a 

right of way separated from the public. Often the US style interurban and modern light 

rail are confused with a trolley system, as it too may run on on the street for short or 

medium long sections. In some languages the word tram also refers to interurban and 

light rail -style networks, in particular Dutch. 

The length of a tram or trolley may be determined by national regulations. 

Germany has the so-called Bo-Strab standard, restricting the length of a tram to 75 

metres, while in the US, vehicle length is normally restricted by local authorities, often 

allowing only a single type of vehicle to operate on the network. 

Light rail 

The term light rail is sometimes used for a modern tram system, but it may also 

mean an intermediate form between a tram and a train, similar to a subway except that 

it may have level crossings. These are then usually protected with crossing gates. In US 

terminology these systems are often referred to as interurban, as they connect larger 

urban areas in the vicinity of a major city to that city. Modern light rail systems often 

use abandoned heavy rail rights of way (e.g. former railway lines) to revitalize deprived 

areas and redevelopment sites in and around large agglomerations. 

Monorail 

Monorail was developed to meet medium-demand traffic in urban transit, but 

represents a relatively small part of the overall railway field. 

Named trains 

Railway companies often give a name to a train service as a marketing exercise, 

to raise the profile of the service and hence attract more passengers (and also to gain 

kudos for the company). Usually, naming is reserved for the most prestigious trains: the 

high-speed express trains between major cities, stopping at few intermediate stations. 

The names of services such as the Orient Express, the Flying Scotsman, the Flèche d'Or 

and the Royal Scot have passed into popular culture. 
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Some of the popular specially named trains in India are: Brindavan Express (Madras - 

Bangalore), Deccan Queen (Bombay V.T. - Pune) and Flying Ranee (Bombay Central - 

Surat). 

Certain types of trains also are named in India, such as: 

 Rajdhani Express (National Capital, New Delhi, to a State Capital; fully 

airconditioned)) 

 Duronto Express (Fully airconditioned Non-stop 'Rajdhani' type trains between 

any two major cities) 

 Garib Rath (Fully airconditioned train with cut-down services and discounted 

fares for common man) 

 Shatabdi Express (Fully airconditioned short-distanace Intercity Superfast; 

returns to the originating station by night) 

 Jan Shatabdi Express (An 'economy' version of the Shatabdi Express, with cut-

down services and non-aircondioned coaches) 

A somewhat less common practice is the naming of freight trains, for the same 

commercial reasons. The "Condor" was an overnight London-Glasgow express goods 

train, in the 1960s, hauled by pairs of "Metrovick" diesel locomotives. In the mid-

1960s, British Rail introduced the "Freightliner" brand, for the new train services 

carrying containers between dedicated terminals around the rail network. The Rev. W. 

Awdry also named freight trains, coining the term The Flying Kipper for the overnight 

express fish train that appeared in his stories in The Railway Series books. 

Railbus 

Railbus is a very lightweight type passenger rail vehicle that shares many 

aspects of their construction with a bus, usually having a bus, or modified bus body, 

and having four wheels on a fixed base, instead of on bogies. Short distance between 

the train base and the ground make Railbus don't need a special station to stop. These 

railbuses, a design developed in the 1930s, have evolved into larger dimensions, 

performance and characteristics similar in appearance to a light railcar and today, the 

terms railcar and railbus are often used interchangeably. 
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For example, in Indonesia railbus operated in the city of Surakarta. The railbus is just 

like a tram, but don't need electricity. some railbus operated with diesel or fuel engine. 

                     

Cane train, Australia    British electric container freight train 

                

American freight service  Railbus in Surakarta,Indonesia 

A freight train (also known as goods train) uses freight cars (also known as 

wagons or trucks) to transport goods or materials (cargo) – essentially any train that is 

not used for carrying passengers. Much of the world's freight is transported by train, 

and in the United States the rail system is used more for transporting freight than 

passengers. 

Under the right circumstances, transporting freight by train is highly economic, 

and also more energy efficient than transporting freight by road. Rail freight is most 

economic when freight is being carried in bulk and over long distances, but is less 

suited to short distances and small loads. Bulk aggregate movements of a mere twenty 

miles (32 km) can be cost effective even allowing for trans-shipment costs. These trans-

shipment costs dominate in many cases and many modern practices such as Intermodal 

container freight are aimed at minimizing these. 
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The main disadvantage of rail freight is its lack of flexibility. For this reason, 

rail has lost much of the freight business to road competition. Many governments are 

now trying to encourage more freight onto trains, because of the benefits that it would 

bring. There are many different types of freight trains, which are used to carry many 

different kinds of freight, with many different types of wagons. One of the most 

common types on modern railways are container trains, where containers can be lifted 

on and off the train by cranes and loaded off or onto trucks or ships. 

In the U.S. this type of freight train has largely superseded the traditional boxcar 

(wagon-load) type of freight train, with which the cargo has to be loaded or unloaded 

manually. In Europe the sliding wall wagon has taken over from the ordinary covered 

goods wagon. 

In some countries "piggy-back" trains or rolling highways are used: In the latter 

case trucks can drive straight onto the train and drive off again when the end 

destination is reached. A system like this is used through the Channel Tunnel between 

England and France, and for the trans-Alpine service between France and Italy (this 

service uses Modalohr road trailer carriers). "Piggy-back" trains are the fastest growing 

type of freight trains in the United States, where they are also known as "trailer on 

flatcar" or TOFC trains. Piggy-back trains require no special modifications to the 

vehicles being carried. An alternative type of "inter-modal" vehicle, known as a 

roadrailer, is designed to be physically attached to the train. The original trailers were 

fitted with two sets of wheels — one set flanged, for the trailer to run connected to 

other such trailers as a rail vehicle in a train; and one set tyred, for use as the semi-

trailer of a road vehicle. More modern trailers have only road wheels and are designed 

to be carried on specially adapted bogies (trucks) when moving on rails. 

There are also many other types of wagons, such as "low loader" wagons for 

transporting road vehicles. There are refrigerator cars for transporting foods such as ice 

cream. There are simple types of open-topped wagons for transporting minerals and 

bulk material such as coal, and tankers for transporting liquids and gases. Today, 

however, most coal and aggregates are moved in hopper wagons that can be filled and 

discharged rapidly, to enable efficient handling of the materials. 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ship
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boxcar
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Freight trains are sometimes illegally boarded by passengers who do not wish to pay 

money, or do not have the money to travel by ordinary means. This is referred to as 

"freighthopping" and is considered by some communities to be a viable form of 

transport. A common way of boarding the train illegally is by sneaking into a train yard 

and stowing away in an unattended boxcar; a more dangerous practice is trying to catch 

a train "on the fly", that is, as it is moving, leading to occasional fatalities. Railroads 

treat it as trespassing and may prosecute it as such. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freighthopping


 

 

 

 



 

RAILWAY BUDGET 2012-13 

 

 

Focus and Long Term Goals 

1. Safety;    2. Consolidation;    

3. Decongestion & Capacity Augmentation;  

4. Modernisation; 5. Improve Operating Ratio from 95% to 74% in terminal 

     year of 12th Five Year Plan. 

Measures proposed 

 Setting up of a Railway Safety Authority as a statutory regulatory body as 

recommended by Kakodkar Committee; 

 Creating Missions as recommended by Pitroda Committee to implement the 

modernization programme 

 Aligning the Annual Plan investment with five focus areas identified by 

Kakodkar and Pitroda Committees i.e. (a) Track (b) Bridges (c) Signalling & 

Telecommunication (d) Rolling Stock and (e) Stations & 

Freight Terminals. 

 New Board Member (Safety/Research) to be inducted. 

 Rail-Road Grade Separation Corporation to be set up to eliminate level 

crossings.  

 Plan allocation to priority works so as to reap benefits after completion in a time 

bound manner.  

 Three ‗Safety Villages‘ to be set up at Bengaluru, Kharagpur and Lucknow for 

skill development for disaster management; 

Resource Mobilization 

 Indian Railway Station Development Corporation to be set up to redevelop 

stations through PPP mode;  

 Logistics Corporation to be set up for development & management of existing 

railway goods sheds and multi-modal logistics parks. 



 Private investment schemes for Wagon leasing, Sidings, Private Freight 

Terminals, Container train operations, Rail connectivity projects (R3i and R2C-

i) being made more attractive to PPP partners. 

 New Board Member (PPP/Marketing) to be inducted 

Metropolitan Projects 

 Works announced for Kolkata Metro last year progressing satisfactorily and 

some projects being extended to cover new sections. 

 SPV with Andhra Pradesh Government to be set up for commercial 

management of the MMTS. 

  MRVC to carry out feasibility study for construction of faster corridors on 

CSTM – Panvel and Virar-Vasai-Diva-Panvel sections. 

 Work to be taken up facilitating running of 12-car rakes on Harbour line. 

 Financial modeling of the elevated rail corridor from Churchgate to Virar 

firmed up with Government of Maharashtra through PPP mode. 

 A pre-feasibility survey for a similar corridor between CST and Kalyan 

proposed. 

 A National High Speed Rail Authority to be set up. 

 Pre-feasibility studies on six high speed corridors already completed; study on 

Delhi-Jaipur-Ajmer-Jodhpur to be taken up in 2012-13. 

Cooperation with State Governments 

 MoU signed with Government of Chhatisgarh to develop three rail corridors in 

state for movement of passenger and freight.  

 31 projects covering a length of more than 5000 km in 10 states being executed 

with contribution from state governments. 

 Four projects on cost sharing basis with Governments of Haryana, Andhra 

Pradesh & West Bengal proposed.  

 12 projects on cost sharing basis with Government of Karnataka, Andhra 

Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Jharkhand, Rajasthan & Maharashtra sent tom 

Planning Commission for approval. 

 17 projects to facilitate the first and list mile connectivity proactively sanctioned 

and another 28 projects identified. 

Connectivity to neighbouring countries 



 Construction of Jogbani-Biratnagar and Jaynagar-Bijalpura-Bardibas new lines 

already in progress to provide connectivity to Nepal.  

 Project to connect Agartala with Akhaura in Bangladesh to be taken up in 2012-

13. 

Rail Based Industries 

 Rail Wheel Plan at Chhapra produced 78 wheels during 2011-12; the plant 

would be fully commissioned in 2012-13.  

 Rae Bareli coach factory manufactured 10 coaches in 2011-12; phase-II of the 

factory would be commissioned in 2012-13. 

 Diesel Component Factory at Dankuni has commenced trial production and 

would be fully commissioned in 2012-13. 

 Wagon Manufacturing Factory at Kulti and fiat bogey frame unit at Budge 

Budge to commence production in 2012-13. 

 A wagon factory to be set up at Sitapali (Ganjam District of Odisha) 

 A rail coach factory with the support of Government of Kerala to be set up at 

Palakkad; two additional new manufacturing units for coaches to be established 

in the Kutch area in Gujarat and at Kolar in Karnataka with active participation 

of the State Governments.  

 A plant for manufacture of traction alternators for high horse power diesel 

locomotives to be set up at Vidisha in Madhya Pradesh. 

 Setting up of a factory at Shyamnagar in West Bengal to manufacture next 

generation technology propulsion system for use in high power electric 

locomotives. 

 Augmenting the electric loco Ancillaries Unit of CLW at Dankuni for 

fabrication of locomotive shells and assembly of three phase locomotives for 

manufacturing of new generation 9000 HP locomotives.  

 Sick wagon unit ‗Braithwaite‘ taken over by Railways has been conferred with 

Turn Around Award by the Board of Reconstruction of Public Sector 

Enterprise. 

Green Initiatives 

 Setting up of 72 MW capacity windmill plants in Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, 

Kerala, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal. 



 Setting up of 200 remote railway stations as ‗green energy stations‘ powered 

entirely by solar energy. 

 Providing solar lighting system at 1000 manned level crossing gates. 

 Introduction of mobile emission test cars to measure pollution level of diesel 

locomotives. 

 Commissioning of two bio diesel plants at Raipur and Tondiarpet. 

 Introduction of a ‗Green Train‘ to run through the pristine forests of North 

Bengal. 

 s 2500 coaches to be equipped with bio toilets. 

Passenger/Rail Users’ Amenities 

 Installation of 321 escalators at important stations of which 50 will be 

commissioned in 2012-13. 

 12 State of art mechanized laundries already set up and 6 more to become 

functional during 2012-13. 

 SMS on passenger mobile phone in case of e-ticket to be accepted a proof of 

valid reservation. 

 Introduction of regional cuisine at affordable rates; launching of Book-ameal 

scheme to provide multiple choice of meals through SMS or email. 

 Setting up of AC Executive lounges at important stations. 

 Setting up of new Rail Neer Plants at Palur in Tamil Nadu and Ambernath in 

Maharashtra. 

 Expansion of housekeeping schemes for trains. 

 Introduction of Rail Bandhu on-board magazines on Rajdhanis, Shatabdis and 

Duronto trains. 

 Introduction of coin/currency operated ticket vending machines. 

 Introduction of Alternate Train Accommodation System to accommodate 

waitlisted passengers on alternate trains. 

 Introduction of model rake with world class interiors. 

 Upgradation of 929 stations as Adarsh Stations including 84 stations proposed 

in 2012-13; 490 stations have been completed so far. 

 Construction of multi-functional complexes at 24 locations completed. 

 Sale of PRS tickets through 151 post offices. 

 Implementation of electronic transmission of RR for freight traffic. 



 Introduction of satellite based real time train information system (SIMRAN) to 

provide train running information to passengers through SMS, internet, etc. 

 On board passenger displays indicating next halt station and expected arrival 

time to be introduced. 

 Specially designed coaches for differently-abled persons to be provided in each 

Mail/Express trains. 

 Engaging reputed professional agencies for pantry cars and base kitchens. 

  Specialised House-keeping body to be set up for cleanliness of stations and the 

trains.  

 Dedicated Railway Design Centre to be set up in the National Institute of 

Design, Ahmedabad. 

Coaching terminals 

 Survey and feasiblity study for new coaching terminals at Nemam, Kottayam, 

Mau and Dankuni to be taken up. 

 Pre-feasibility study for development of Roypuram station in Tamil Nadu for 

which many representations have been received.  

 New coaching complex at Panvel and coach maintenance complex at Kalamboli 

in partnership with Government of Maharashtra through CIDCO planned. 

 New coaching terminal at Naihati, the birth place of Rishi Bankim Chandra 

Chattopadhyay commemorating him on 175th Birth Anniversary 

Annual Plan 2012-13 

o Highest ever plan outlay of `60,100 cr. 

o Gross Budgetary Support - `24,000 cr 

o Railway Safety Fund - `2,000 cr 

o Internal Resources - `18,050 cr. 

o Market Borrowing - `15,000 cr; PPP - `1,050 cr. 

o 725 km new lines, 700 km doubling, 800 km gauge conversion and 1100km 

electrification targeted in 2012-13. 

o `6,872 cr provided for new lines, `3,393 cr for doubling, `1,950 cr for gauge 

conversion, `828 cr for electrification. 

Financial Performance 2011-12 

 Loading target reduced by 23 MT to 970 MT. 



 Gross Traffic Receipts fixed at `1,03,917 cr in RE, short by `2,322 cr over 

Budget Estimates. 

 Ordinary Working Expenses fixed at `75,650 cr, an increase of `2,000 cr over 

Budget Estimates; Pension payments also up by `1,000 cr. 

 Current dividend liability to be fully discharged. 

 Excess of `1,492 cr as against the budget amount of `5,258 cr. 

 A loan of `3,000 cr extended by MoF to meet requirement of safety related 

works under Development Fund. 

 Operating Ratio of 95.0% as compared to 91.1% in Budget Estimates. 

Budget Estimates 2012-13 

 Freight loading of 1025 MT, 55 MT more than 2011-12. 

 Passenger growth - 5.4%. 

 Gross Traffic Receipts - `1,32,552 cr i.e. 27.6% increase over RE, 2011- 12 

 Ordinary Working Expenses - `84,400 cr. 

 Appropriation to DRF at `9,500 cr and to Pension Fund at `18,500 cr. 

 Dividend payment estimated at `6,676 cr. 

 Loan of `3,000 cr taken in 2011-12 to be fully repaid along with interest. 

 Operating Ratio estimated at 84.9%. 

Security 

 Installation of Integrated Security System at all 202 identified stations to be 

completed in 2012-13. 

 Escorting of trains by RPF/GRP extended to 3500 trains. 

 Integration of RPF helpline with the All India Passenger Helpline. 

Staff Welfare 

 Introduction of a wellness programme for railway staff at their work places. 

 Ensuring proper rest for skilled and technical staff including the running crew. 

NID to design appropriate outfits for various categories of workforce. 

Training and Recruitment 

 Over 80000 persons recruited in 2011-12; 

 Over one lakh persons to be recruited in 2012-13 - backlog of SC/ST/OBC and other  

categories to be wiped off. 

Sports 



 7 Railway sportsperson honored with Arjuna Award and Major Dhyanchand Award 

in 2011-12. 

 5 Railway sportsperson qualified for Olympics 2012. 

 Development of a roadmap for railway sports. 

 Institution of ‗Rail Khel Ratna‘ Award for 10 rail sports-persons every year. 

 

Concessions 

 Value of concession granted to travelers is more than `800 cr per year. 

 50% concession in fare in AC-2, AC-3, Chair Car & Sleeper classes to patients 

suffering from ‗Aplastic Anaemia‘ and ‗Sickle Cell Anaemia‘. 

 Extending the facility of travel by Rajdhani and Shatabdi trains to Arjuna 

Awardees. 

 Travel distance under ‗Izzat Scheme‘ to increase from 100 kms to 150 kms. 

Suburban Services 

 75 additional services to run in Mumbai suburban. 

 18 additional services to be run in Chennai area. 

 44 new suburban services to be introduced in Kolkata area. 

 50 new services to be introduced in Kolkata Metro in 2012-13. 

Trains 

 75 new Express trains to be introduced. 

 21 new passenger services, 9 DEMU services and 8 MEMU services to be 

introduced. 

 Run of 39 trains to be extended. 

 Frequency of 23 trains to be increased. 

Tariff Proposals 

 Setting up of Railway Tariff Regulatory Authority to be considered; 

 Passenger fares increased by 2 paise per km for suburban and ordinary second 

class; 3 paise per km for mail/express second class; 5 paise per km for sleeper 

class; 10 paise per km for AC Chair Car, AC 3 tier and First Class; 15 paise per 

km for AC 2 tier and 30 paise per km for AC I. 

 Fares to be rounded off to the next nearest five rupees. 

 Minimum fare and platform tickets to cost `5. 

 Fuel Adjustment Component (FAC) in fares contemplated. 



IRCTC 

 

The site maintenance activities takes place from 2300hrs to 0500 hrs (Indian 

Standard Time) daily. During this period information will not be available. Also, note 

that since the system is shut for maintenance activities no status changes take place 

during this period. 

INTERNET RESERVATION FACILITY THROUGH CREDIT CARDS :  

Recently internet reservation facility has started on Indian Railways. The web 

site http://www.irctc.co.in is operational, wherein you can get the railway reservation 

done through Credit Cards.For more on Reservation through credit cards click here  

Internet Reservation  

ONLINE PNR AND SEAT AVAILABILITY QUERY TIMINGS :  

The online PNR and seat availability queries are fetched from the computerized 

reservation applications, which are open to public from 08:00 hrs. IST to 20:00 hrs IST 

on weekdays and from 0800 hrs IST to 1400 hrs IST on SUNDAYS. These online 

reservation applications are shut down daily around 2300 hrs IST and booted around 

0500 IST hrs on weekdays. On SUNDAYS the shutdown is done earlier.  

Due to the dynamic changes taking place in the PNR status updation and the 

availability positions, these two types of queries have to be fetched from the online 

reservation applications, hence the non- availability of them after certain timings. The 

sheer size of these databases does not allow them to be copied over network 

lines.Please note that the web site is functional 24 hrs. a day and other queries (trains 

between any two stations, fare queries, etc.) are functional throughout the day.  

NETWORK CONNECTIVITY FAILURES :  

Please read the above paragraph. As mentioned in it, for the PNR and seat 

availability queries, the result is fetched from the computerized reservation applications 

at the five sites, viz. New Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai and Secunderabad. If there 

is any network link failure, or if the network lines are very congested, then this error 

message is displayed. It might so happen, that you are getting seat availability and PNR 

http://www.irctc.co.in/
http://www.irctc.co.in/


information for say trains originating from New Delhi and Kolkata, but not for trains 

originating from Mumbai.  

SMS SERVICES :  

Now all the enquiries offered on the web site www.indianrail.gov.in are 

available on your mobile phone through SMS facility. For more information on the 

mobile service providers and the key words to be used on the mobile, please click here, 

SMS help. Please note that we are giving the backend service only for the SMS queries. 

For more information and help on key words and SMS facility, kindly contact the 

mobile service provider according to the table.  

PREFERRED BROWSER :  

This web site is best viewed with Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 and above. It 

might not give desired results with other browsers. All the pages, color schemes and 

scripts have been tested for IE 6.0 and above. The latest arrival and departure timings 

of delayed trains, alongwith diverted routes etc. will be made available shortly on this 

web site only.  

LATEST ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE TIMINGS :  

The latest arrival and departure timings of delayed trains, alongwith diverted 

routes etc. will be made available shortly on this web site only.  

GRIEVANCES AGAINST AMENITIES IN TRAINS/ PLATFORMS 

/OFFICIALS. SUGGESTIONS FOR WEB SITE :  

The complaint software is presently under development. We try our best to 

forward your grievances to the concerned department. However please note that this is 

not always possible. Please note that all your complaints and suggestions for the 

improvement of the web site http://www.indianrail.gov.in  can be put on the Feedback 

& suggestions page. Please note that, in case of any problems, give the query type 

(hyper link), the inputs which you gave, and the exact error message generated by this 

web site. All this will help us in solving the problems quickly. In the absence of such 

inputs, we can't solve the problems.  

 

http://www.indianrail.gov.in/
http://www.indianrail.gov.in/sms_Code_Table.html
http://www.indianrail.gov.in/
http://www.trainenquiry.com/Feedback.aspx
http://www.trainenquiry.com/Feedback.aspx
http://www.trainenquiry.com/Feedback.aspx


TRAINS BETWEEN IMPORTANT STATIONS :  

On activating this option you will be prompted to select the source and destination from 

the drop down list box. Also select the appropriate class of travel and click get it. This 

option displays a list of all trains that ply between the mentioned station pair along with 

the classes, arrival and departure time and days of run. After selecting a train and 

corresponding classes of relevance it is possible to find the availability, fare and route 

of the train using the available buttons. NOTE : If station you are looking for is not in 

the important trains list, please use the "station_code" enquiry, to get the station codes 

and then use the query for Trains between source and destinayion. 

(TIP : This is the most exhustive option and is of great help in planning a journey)  

PASSENGER STATUS :  

This option displays the current status of a booked ticket. Please note that in 

case there is any change in the staus after chart preparation it will not be available 

through the system and can be known only at the station, which in effect means that the 

status indicated by the system after the chart preparation will not be further updated. 

CONCESSIONAL FARE ENQUIRY FOR A TRAIN :  

This option displays a complete breakup of the fare for valid classes of a train 

and a pair of stations. Note that valid classes depends on the pair of stations and the 

entered concession code. It is also possible to view the fare for different age groups. 

Availability for this train can also be obtained from here using the available buttons. 

STATION CODES :  

This option helps you to obtain the list of station codes of those stations where 

the station name matches the input sub-string. This offers the option of searching for 

stations names which start with the input string or which some where in their name 

contain the input string. You may see the output sorted on either the station name or 

code.  

 

 

 

http://www.indianrail.gov.in/stn_Code.html
http://www.indianrail.gov.in/between_Imp_Stations.html
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OBJECTIVE OF STUDY 

 

The main objective of the study was to know about the various activities which are 

being performed in the finance department of the organization. What are the various 

operational activities are conducted. 

 Provision of Curative, Preventive, Promotive and Rehabilitative Health Services 

to Railway beneficiaries.  

 Occupational health services, including pre-employment and in-service 

periodical Medical examinations, examination under Workmen's Compensation 

Act, monitoring of safety environment of workshops etc.  

 Medical relief during Railway Accidents.  

 Emergency Medical assistance to Railway passengers who take ill during their 

journey.  

 Enforcement of Prevention of Food Adulteration Act within Railway premises.  

 Monitoring of quality of drinking water in Railway Stations and Railway 

Colonies. Surface sanitation at certain Railway Colonies and at some nominated 

Railway Stations.  

 Reproductive and Child Health Services including Family Welfare and 

immunization of vulnerable groups.  

 Implementation of National Health Programmes. 

 To develop proper attitudes, skills, knowledge, overall efficiency, and 

professional competence of the Railway men;  

 To develop the confidence and pride in their work and the organisation and 

  To instill the values of dedication, discipline, courtesy, team spirit and the spirit 

of public service through sustained systematic training. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

 

Research Methodology 

Research methodology used for study includes both primary& secondary sources of 

data. However most of study is conducted based on secondary sources.  

 

Primary data:- 

Primary data were collected by having an interaction with the personnel‘s of the 

department. And few needy information were collected from the past records. 

 

Secondary data:- 

And secondary data were collected from various sources. Like broacher, internet, 

magazine. Through website of hotel Radisson.  

 

                                                                                         

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

LIMITATIONS 

 

 Maintain the full recipe of each and every train on your menus.  

 Give actual and standard cost of ingredients while entering recipes and get the 

recipe cost  

 What if analysis on recipe costing  

 Shift -wise liquor analysis  

 Bifurcation of cost on the basis of Food and Beverage  

 Keep track other Food and Beverage consumption; e.g. Staff meals, Banquets  

 Integrates with InnMat - Materials Management Systems for item cost  

 Integrates with InnTap - Point of Sale, for consumption of recipe  

 Interfaces with any other point of sale and materials management systems, if 

protocols are available  

 



 

 

 

 



 

SUGGESTION AND RECOMMENDATION 

 

An increase in passenger fares across all classes, more than 100 new trains, 

enhanced frequency or routes for many others, and plans to hire more than one lakh 

employees were some of the key Rail Budget proposals made on Wednesday.  

Presenting the annual Rail Budget for the financial year 2012-13 in Parliament 

on Wednesday, Railway Minister Dinesh Trivedi made following key proposals:  

 Passenger fares to be hiked by 2 paise per km for suburban and ordinary second 

class travel; 3 paise per km for mail/ express second class; 5 paise per km for 

sleeper class; 10 paise per km for AC chair car/AC 3-tier and First Class; 15 

paise per km for AC 2-tier and 30 paise per km for AC 1-tier.  

 Minimum fare and platform tickets to cost Rs 5.  

 75 new Express trains to be introduced, along with 21 new passenger services, 

nine DEMU services and 8 MEMU services trains.  

 Route of 39 trains to be extended and frequency of 23 trains to be increased.  

 Railways to hire more than one lakh employees in 2012-13; 80,000 persons 

hired last year.  

 Indian Railways Stations Development Corp to be set up to re-develop stations 

and maintain them like airports.  

 To set up an independent Railway Safety Authority as a statutory body.  

 The open discharge toilets on trains to be replaced with green (bio) toilets.  

 All unmanned level crossings to be abolished in next five years; To target zero 

deaths due to rail accidents.  

 To provide rail connectivity to neighbouring countries, a new line from Agartala 

to Akura in Bangladesh to be set up.  

 Double-decker container trains to be introduced.  

 Steps to improve cleanliness and hygiene on trains and stations within six 

months. A special house keeping body to be set up to take care of both stations 

and trains.  



 New passenger services include escalators at major stations, alternative train 

accommodation for wait-listed passengers, laundry services, AC lounges, 

coin/currency operated ticket vending machines.  

 Two new members, one for marketing, and other for safety, to be inducted into 

Railway Board.  

 On board passenger displays indicating next halt station and expected arrival 

time to be introduced.  

 Introduction of regional cuisine; Book-a-meal scheme to provide meals through 

SMS or email. 

 *Specially designed coaches for differently-abled persons to be provided in 

each Mail/Express trains.  

 Railway Tariff Regulatory Authority to be considered.  

 National High Speed Rail Authority to be set up; Pre-feasibility studies on six 

high speed corridors completed; study on Delhi-Jaipur-Ajmer-Jodhpur to be 

taken up in 2012-13.  

 Wellness programme for railway staff at work places.  

 Institution of ‗Rail Khel Ratna‘ Award for 10 rail sportspersons every year.  

 A wagon factory at Sitapali, Odisha, rail coach factory at Palakkad, two 

additional new coach manufacturing units in Kutch (Gujarat) and Kolar 

(Karnataka); component factory at Shyamnagar (West Bengal); new coaching 

terminal at Naihati, the birth place of Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay.  

 Freight loading of 1,025 MT targeted; 55 MT more than 2011—12; Passenger 

growth targeted at 5.4 per cent.  



 

 

 

 



 

CONCLUSION 

 

 It facilitates long distance travel and transport of bulky goods which are not 

easily transported through motor vehicles.  

 It is a quick and more regular form of transport because it helps in the 

transportation of goods with speed and certainty.  

 It helps in the industrialization process of a country by easy transportation of 

coal and raw-materials at a cheaper rate.  

 It helps in the quick movement of goods from one place to another at the time of 

emergencies like famines and scarcity.  

 It encourages mobility of labour and thereby provides a great scope for 

employment.  

 Railway is the safest form of transport. The chances of accidents and 

breakdown of railways are minimum as compared  to other modes of transport. 

Moreover, the traffic can be protected from the exposure to sun, rain snow etc. 

 The carrying capacity of the railways is extremely large. Moreover, its capacity 

is elastic which can easily be increased by adding more wagons. 

Every time the train slowed down while crossing a bridge, it would give me goose 

bumps. It would remind me of when the Rajdhani Express fell off from a bridge near 

Gaya, a couple of years ago. The railway infrastructure is stretched and is creaking. 

Every year, more and more trains are started and more and more of the older ones meet 

with accidents.  

The railway ministers, over the years, have used the railways as their personal 

fiefdom, doling out jobs to their supporters and starting more and more trains to their 

constituencies. From Abdul Ghani Khan Choudhary to Ram Vilas Paswan to Mamta 

Banerjee to the present incumbent Laloo Prasad Yadav , each one has been guilty of the 

same. The coffee in a kulhad syndrome is the symbol of our times. Doing something 

about nothing, tom-tomming about it and leaving the larger, more complex problems, 

unaddressed.  
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List of Indian train names 

 

1. Abida Begum Express 
2. Agniveena Express 
3. Ahilyanagari Express 
4. Ahimsa Express 
5. Ajanta Express 
6. Akal Takht Express 
7. Ala Hazrat Express 
8. Amaravati Express 
9. Amarkantak Express 
10. Amarnath Express 
11. Amrapali Express 
12. Amrita Express 
13. Ananthapuri Express 
14. Ananya Express 
15. Andaman Expess 
16. Andhra Kesari Express 
17. Aradhana Express 
18. Aranyak Express 
19. Aravalli Express 
20. Archana Express 
21. Arunachal Express 
22. Ashram Express 
23. Assam Mail 
24. August Kranti Rajdhani Express 
25. Avantika Express 
26. Awadh Tirhut Mail 
27. Awadh Assam Express 
28. Awadh Express 
29. Azad Express 
30. Azad Hind Express 

31. Bagh Express 
32. Bagha Jatin Passenger 
33. Baidyanathdham Express 
34. Barak Valley Express 
35. Barisal Express 
36. Basava Express 
37. Bathinda Express 
38. Beas Link Express 
39. Bhagirathi Express 
40. Bhagirathi Express 
41. Bhagya Nagar Express 
42. Bhopal Express 
43. Bidhan Express 
44. Bihar Express 



45. Bishwabharati fast Passenger 
46. Black Diamond Express 
47. Blue Express 
48. Blue Mountain Express 
49. Boat Mail 
50. Bombay Jayanti 
51. Bombay VT Express 
52. Brahmaputra Mail 
53. Brindavan Express 
54. Buddha Purnima Express 
55. Bundelkhand Express  

56. Cachar Express 
57. Cape Express 
58. Capital Express 
59. Cauvery Express 
60. Century Express 
61. Chalukya Express 
62. Chambal Express 
63. Chamundi Express 
64. Chandigarh Express 
65. Chandrabhaga Express 
66. Chappra Express 
67. Charminar Express 
68. Chattisgarh Express 
69. Chauri Chaura Express 
70. Cheran Express 
71. Chetak Express 
72. Chitrakut Express 
73. Cholan Express 
74. Circar Express 
75. Circular Express 
76. Coalfield Express 
77. Corbett Park Link Express 
78. Coromandel Express  

 
 

79. Dakshin Express 
80. Dakshin Parcel Express 
81. Darjeeling Mail 
82. Day Express 
83. Deccan Express 
84. Deccan Odyssey 
85. Deccan Queen 
86. Deekshabhoomi 
87. Dehra Express 
88. Delhi Jayanti 
89. Delta Fast Passenger 
90. Deluxe Express 
91. Desert Queen 
92. Devgiri Express 



93. Dhauladhar Express 
94. Dhauli Express 
95. Doon Express 
96. Duplicate Express 
97. Dwaraka Express  

98. East Bengal Express 
99. East Coast Express 
100. Ekta Express 
101. Ellora Express 
102. Executive Express  

103. Falaknuma Express 
104. Farakka Express 
105. Flying Mail 
106. Flying Queen Express 
107. Frontier Mail  

108. Gajanan Express 
109. Ganadevta Express 
110. Gandak Express 
111. Ganga Damodar Express 
112. Ganga Gomti Express 
113. Ganga Jamuna Express 
114. Ganga Kaveri Express 
115. Ganga Sagar Express 
116. Ganga Sutlej Express 
117. Gangaur Express 
118. Garhwal Express 
119. Garib Nawaz Express 
120. Garudadri Express 
121. Gaur Express 
122. Gautami Express 
123. Girnar Express 
124. Girnar Link Express 
125. Gitanjali Express 
126. Goa Express 
127. Godan Express 
128. Godavari Express 
129. Godavari Express 
130. Gokul Express 
131. Gol Gumbaz Express 
132. Golconda Express 
133. Golden Express 
134. Golden Temple Mail 
135. Gomti Express 
136. Gondwana Express 
137. Gorakhdham Express 
138. Gorakhnath Express 
139. Grand Trunk Express 
140. Great Indian Rover 
141. Gujarat Express 



142. Gujarat Mail 
143. Gujarat Queen 
144. Gulbarga Express 
145. Gurudev Express 
146. Gyanganga Express  

147. Haldighati Fast Passenger 
148. Hampi Express 
149. Hampi Link Express 
150. Harihar Express 
151. Hariharnath Express 
152. Haripriya Express 
153. Haryana Express 
154. Hate Bazaar Express 
155. Hemkunt Express 
156. High Court Express 
157. Himachal Express 
158. Himalayan Queen Express 
159. Himgiri Express 
160. Himsagar Express 
161. Hirakhand Express 
162. Hirakud Express 
163. Honeymoon Expresses 
164. Hussainsagar Express 
165. Hutatma Express  

 
 

166. Ibadat Express 
167. Imperial Indian Mail 
168. Indo-Ceylon Boat Mail 
169. Indrayani Express 
170. Intercity Expresses 
171. Island Express 
172. Ispat Express  

 
 

173. Jagannath Express 
174. Jallianwala Bagh Express 
175. Jan Nayak Express 
176. Jan Sadharan Expresses 
177. Jana Shatabdi Expresses 
178. Janaki Express 
179. Janata Express 
180. Janmabhoomi Express 
181. Jansewa Express 
182. Jayanti Express 
183. Jayanti Janata Express 
184. Jeevan Rekha Exp. 
185. Jharkhand Express 
186. Jharkhand Swarna 



187. Jhelum Express 
188. Jim Corbett Park Express 
189. Jnaneshwari Express 
190. Joy Train  

 
 

191. Kaifiat Express 
192. Kakatiya Fast Passenger 
193. Kalindi Express 
194. Kalinga Express  

195. Mahamaya Express 
196. Mahanadi Express 
197. Mahanagari Express 
198. Mahananda Link Express 
199. Maharashtra Express 
200. Maitry Express 
201. Malabar Express 
202. Malani Express 
203. Malwa Express 
204. Mandore Express 
205. Mandovi Express 
206. Mandovi Express 
207. Mangala Lakshadweep Express 
208. Marathwada Express 
209. Mariani Express 
210. Marudhar Express 
211. Marusagar Express 
212. Matribhumi Express 
213. Matsyagandha Express 
214. Maurya Express 
215. Maveli Express 
216. Mayurakshi Fast Passenger 
217. Meenakshi Express 
218. Mewar Fast Passenger 
219. Millennium Express 
220. Millennium Parcel Express 
221. Mithila Express 
222. Muri Express 
223. Mussoorie Express  

224. Nagarjuna Express 
225. Nagpur is known for its oranges 
226. Nainital Express 
227. Nandi Express 
228. Nandigram Express 
229. Narayanadri Express 
230. Narmada Express 
231. Nauchandi Express 
232. Navjivan Express 
233. Navyana Express 



234. Navyug Express 
235. Neelachal Express 
236. Nellai Express 
237. Netravati Express 
238. Netravati Express cum Fast Passenger 
239. Night Queen Express 
240. Nilgiri Express 
241. Nilgiri Passenger 
242. North Bank Express 
243. North Bengal Express 
244. North Bihar Express 
245. North East Express  

246. Orange City Express 
247. Orissa Express 
248. Overnight Express  

249. Padmavati Express 
250. Padmavati Express 
251. Palace on Wheels 
252. Palamau Express 
253. Pallavan Express 
254. Palnadu Express 
255. Panch Valley Passenger 
256. Panchvati Express 
257. Pandyan Express 
258. Parasnath Express 
259. Parikrama 
260. Parsuram Express 
261. Pashchim Express 
262. Pashchim Parcel Express 
263. Pataliputra Express 
264. Pathankot Express 
265. Pathankot Express 
266. Pawan Express 
267. Pearl City Express 
268. Pinakini Express 
269. Pink City Express 
270. Pooja Express 
271. Poorna Express 
272. Poorva Express 
273. Poorvottar Express 
274. Pragati Express 
275. Prashanti Express 
276. Prayagraj Express 
277. Prema Express 
278. Prerana Express 
279. Punjab Limited 
280. Punjab Mail 
281. Purushottam Express 
282. Purvanchal Express 
283. Pushpak Express  



284. Qutub Express 
285. Qutub Narmada Express 

286. Rajasthan Express 
287. Rajdhani Express 
288. Ranakpur Express 
289. Rani Chennamma Express 
290. Rani Shiromani Passenger 
291. Ranikhet Express 
292. Ranthambore Express 
293. Raptisagar Express 
294. Ratnachal Express 
295. Ratnagiri Express 
296. Ravi Express 
297. Rayalaseema Express 
298. Red Ribbon Express 
299. Revanchal Express 
300. Rock Fort Express 
301. Rohilkhand Express 
302. Royal Orient 
303. Rupashi Bangla Express  

304. Sabari Express 
305. Sabarmati Express 
306. Sachkhand Express 
307. Sadbhavna Express 
308. Sahyadri Express 
309. Sai Express 
310. Saket Express 
311. Samarasta Express 
312. Sambaleshwari Express 
313. Samjhauta Express 
314. Sampark Kranti Expresses 
315. Sampoorna Kranti Express 
316. Samta Express 
317. Sanctuary Express 
318. Sangam Express 
319. Sangamitra Express 
320. Sapt Kranti 
321. Saptagiri Express 
322. Saraighat Express 
323. Sarayu Yamuna Express 
324. Sarnath Express 
325. Sarvodaya Express 
326. Satavahana Express 
327. Satpura Express 
328. Satyagraha Express 
329. Saurashtra Express 
330. Saurashtra Janata Express 
331. Saurashtra Mail 
332. Sayajinagari Express 
333. School Train 



334. Science on Wheels 
335. See Vigyan Mail below. 
336. Sethu Express 
337. Sevagram Express 
338. Shabari Express 
339. Shaheed Express 
340. Shaktipunj Express 
341. Shakuntala Express 
342. Shalimar Express 
343. Shan-e-Avadh Express 
344. Shan-e-Bhopal Express 
345. Shan-e-Punjab Express 
346. Shanti Express 
347. Shantiniketan Express 
348. Sharavati Express 
349. Shasya Shyamala Express 
350. Shatabdi Expresses 
351. Shekhawati Express 
352. Sheshadri Express 
353. Shetrunji Express 
354. Shipra Express 
355. Shirdi Express 
356. Shiromani MEMU 
357. Shiv Ganga Express 
358. Shivalik Express 
359. Shramik Express 
360. Shramjeevi Express 
361. Shramshakti Express 
362. Siddhaganga Express 
363. Siddheshwar Express 
364. Sikkim Express 
365. Sikkim Mahananda Express 
366. Simhadri Express 
367. Simla Mail 
368. Sindhu Express 
369. Sinhagad Express 
370. Sitamahal Express 
371. Somnath Mail 
372. Son Bhadra Exp. 
373. South Bihar Express 
374. Southern Express 
375. Southern Express 
376. Sri Jagannath Express 
377. Srinagar Express 
378. Steel City Express 
379. Subarnarekha Express 
380. Super Deluxe Express 
381. Suryanagari Express 
382. Sutlej Express 
383. Swadeshabhimani Express 
384. Swaraj Express 



385. Swarna Fast Passenger 
386. Swarna Jayanti Express 
387. Swarna Jayanti Express 
388. Swarna Jayanti Express 
389. Swarna Jayanti Rajdhani Express 
390. Swarna Shatabdi Express 
391. Swarna Shatabdi Express 
392. Swatantrata Sainani Express  

393. Taj Express 
394. Tamilnadu Express 
395. Tapaswini Express 
396. Tapovan Express 
397. Tapti Ganga Express 
398. Tata Express 
399. Tea Garden Express 
400. Tea Garden Express 
401. Teesta Torsha Express 
402. Telangana Express 
403. Thar Express 
404. Tipu Express 
405. Tirthankar Express 
406. Tirukkural Express 
407. Tirumala Express 
408. Toofan Express 
409. Toofan Mail 
410. Trishatabdi Express 
411. Triveni Express 
412. Tulsi Express 
413. Tungabhadra Express  

414. Udyan Abha Express 
415. Udyan Abha Toofan Express 
416. Udyan Express 
417. Udyog Nagari Express 
418. Ujjayani Express 
419. Unchahar Express 
420. Upasana Express 
421. Upper India Express 
422. Utkal Express 
423. Utkal Sammilani Passenger 
424. Utsarg Express 
425. Uttar Banga Express 
426. Uttar Express 
427. Uttar Pradesh Express 
428. Uttaranchal Express 

 
 

429. Vaigai Express 
430. Vainganga Express 
431. Vaishali Express 



432. Vananchal Express 
433. Vanchinad Express 
434. Varuna Express 
435. Venad Express 
436. Venkatadri Express 
437. Venkatadri Express 
438. Vibhuti Express 
439. Vidarbha Express 
440. Vigyan Mail 
441. Vijayanagar Express 
442. Vikramshila Express 
443. Village on Wheels 
444. Vindhyachal Express 
445. Vishakha Express 
446. Vishwabharati Fast Passenger 
447. Vivekananda Express 

448. Wainganga Express 
449. West Bengal Express 
450. West Coast Express  

451. Yelagiri Express 
452. Yercaud Express  

453. Ziyarat Express 

 

 


